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Abstract

This Study is a descriptive and exploratory study as it seeks to evaluate and identify the
weaknesses of current HRM system in Birzeit University and to identify the main core
competencies needed to serve as a base for a competency-based HR management system,
including all Birzeit University HRD functions. In order to reach these objectives, focus group,
semi structured interviews and survey. Focus group was moderated by a professional and neutral
moderator, whereas interviews were carried out personally in order to clarify some points and
validate results from focus groups.

The findings of this study indicates that Birzeit University suffers from deficiencies in the four
main HR functions, and this due to the absence of integrity between these functions and using a
job description-based HRM system. There is a gap between what is mentioned in HRD’s mission
and its vision statements and what actually is provided to employees which causes frustration
from the current system. I’ve concluded that current system doesn’t support the University's
vision, mission and culture; BZU also has no strategic plan since 2008. HRD is not included in
the top level decision-making nor plays a strategic role.

This study tried to find solutions for earlier mentioned deficiencies and to develop and adopt a
system which can support the integration of the main four human resource functions, improve
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job satisfaction and employee retention, change the role of the HR to a new role as a strategic
business unit. This study identified the main core competencies needed to adopt this system,
practical implications of the competency-based system, and recommendations which serve as a
road map for implementing a competency-based HR management system in BZU.
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Chapter One
Introduction
1.1.

Overview

Traditional job-based human resources (HR) system was all about ensuring compliance
with

laws

and

regulations,

which

became

quickly outdated

in

today’s

dynamic

environment. In the new economy of the 21st century, HR professionals are expected
to know the business well enough to align human capital with business needs. If the
HR

function fails

to

make

a major contribution

to

organizational

effectiveness,

Mohrman and Lawler, (1997) suggest that traditional HR activities can either be
eliminated or outsourced to external service providers. Despite the current trend which
relies on third-party vendors to do HR work, studies suggest that outsourcing has a
limited impact on strategic HR
positively

influence

and more importantly, competent HR professionals can

organizational

climate

which

in

turn

influences

customer

satisfaction (Mohrman and Lawler, 1997).
Nowadays HR has more a important role such as helping an organization get the best
out of its workforce. A competency based HR management presents a new method for
managing human capital, focuses attention on employees who do the work rather than
the work done by those employees. A successful company is one in which a highperforming

workforce

demonstrates

competencies.

Human

resource

professionals

claim that HR should stop describing jobs and tasks. Instead, HR should focus on
individual characteristics that make top performers ideal. Despite its historical utility,
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there is growing evidence that it may be time for many organizations to move from
focus on jobs towards a focus on individuals and their competencies (Lawler and
Ledford, 1992). The Change from a job-based to a competency –based approach to
organizing and managing is a fundamental one that requires a change in virtually every
management system in an organization (Lawler, 2009).
Human resource is the most valuable asset to any organization; people are the only
greatest potential asset that an organization will acquire as it moves about its business.
A company’s human capital asset is “the collective sum of the attributes, life
experience, knowledge, inventiveness, energy, and enthusiasm that its people choose to
invest in their work” (Weatherly, 2003, P.3). Although the behavioral perspective and
control theory tend to focus on managing a firm's current employees' behaviors in an
effort to maximize performance, firms also focus on competency management through
acquiring, developing, and utilizing employees with particular knowledge, skills, and
abilities (Wright & Snell, 1991).
Since

the

end

of

the

1990s,

competency-based

HR

management

has

become

widespread in the US, in relation to HRD in general, leadership, selection, retention
and remuneration (Dubois et al, 2004; Houtzagers, 1999). It offered employers a new
technique of defining and assessing hard-to-measure traits and soft skills that make the
difference between superior performers and the rest of employees. Competencies also
provided basic building blocks for ensuring that all of the people processes in the
organization could be fully incorporated. Competencies were proclaimed as the one
common set of standards to be used for all HR functions (Houtzagers, 1999).
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Birzeit University (BZU) is still using the traditional Job-based human resource
management system in all HRD aspects (compensations, benefits and rewards, career
tracks, recruitment and selection, performance appraisal, training and development).
Using the job-based system which depends on vague job descriptions and a poorly
designed interview process led to bad hires, vague performance expectations, managers
who lacked fundamental coaching and teambuilding skills. Employees of HRD at BZU
are spending a lot of time on routine administrative tasks and nearly every function of
this department can be performed more effectively with less time. HRD functions are
not integrated or at least have no good communication with each other. HRD at BZU is
not included in the top level decision-making nor plays a strategic role, and it functions
as a separate unit from the core business
Thus,

adopting

and

applying

a

competency-based

HR

system

will

improve

the

performance of each HR function. Competencies enable an organization to integrate
strategic HR and business plans into one seamless overarching strategy to develop
people,

optimize

resource

allocation,

enhance

services,

Competency models are based on measurable work
organization's
descriptions.
associated

culture

and

Competency
with

excellent

success
models

are

individual

factors
more

that

are

effective

performance.

and

create

efficiencies.

results and are specific to
more
in

consistent

describing

Furthermore,

than

job

characteristics

competency

based

human resource management system will improve the capability of HR employees by
linking organizational core competencies to the competencies of the individual’s
performance.

best
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1.2.

Research problem and purpose of the Study

Since the beginning of its establishment, Birzeit University’s policy has always been to
attract the best Palestinian talents to join its staff. BZU seeks to provide a challenging
work environment that offers its team opportunities to enhance their knowledge and
skills. Although Birzeit University is an academic institution, there are 55 employees in
the four administrative departments who provide administrative assistance to 872 total
employees. As an observer for the situation and being an employee at the human
resource department for 5 years, the researcher had the opportunity to listen to
employees’ complaints related to the lack of training, performing tasks that are not
mentioned

in

their

job

descriptions,

inequality

in

promotions,

appraisal

and

compensation.
HR department at BZU doesn’t play a strategic role and its functions are not integrated.
Human resource department is still using the job description-based system which
mainly depends on vague and sometimes not updated job descriptions. The high
number of discipline issues and complaints from administrative employees raised many
questions about the performance of the HRD. Birzeit University has an urgent need for
a competency-based HRM system so as to move from its traditional job-based system
to the competency-based (Performance) system. Adopting a competency-based human
resource management system is expected to affect the performance of recruitment and
selection,

training

and

development,

performance

appraisal

and

compensation

&

benefits functions which all will be based on common standards and criteria. The
researcher will try to identify the main problems of the current system and provide
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recommendations to solve those problems by applying a competency-based HRM
system.

In

this

research

the

researcher

will

identify

and

describe

main

core

competencies required for the four administrative departments at Birzeit University
Furthermore, this study will serve as a road map for implementation, suggesting factors
that make way for

success and obstacles which may prevent BZU from implementing

this system. In addition to identifying to what extent BZU needs to implement a
competency-based human resource management system, and the benefits of using it.

1.3.

Research Questions

This

study

seeks

to

answer

the

following

questions

concerning

applying

the

competency-based HRM system in BZU:
1. How is a competency-based HRM system different than a job-based system for
Birzeit University?
2. What are the weaknesses of the current HRM system functions?
3. How will the competency-based HRM system improve HR main functions?
4. What are the key success factors to adopt the model?
5. What are the barriers to its implementation?
6. What are the major core competencies for administrative employees at BZU?
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1.4.

Structure of the Study

The research will be presented in six chapters
Chapter One: Introduction

This chapter will include an overview of the study, research problem and purpose of
the study; questions of the research and structure of the study.
Chapter Two: Literature Review and Theoretical Framework
This chapter offers a review of the related literature that addresses the research
questions. It is divided into eleven main sections.
Chapter Three: Human Resource Management at BZU

This chapter consists of four main sections; it explains the development of human
resource department tasks. It highlights the challenges and services, and describes its
current situation. It reviews recruitment and selection, training, performance appraisal
and payroll and compensation processes. This chapter is important because it is
considered the cornerstone in determining a methodology that is adopted in this study
to

determine

competencies
performance.

Birzeit
which

have

University
an

impact

administrative
on

improving

employees’
human

most

important

resource

department
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Chapter Four: Research Design and Methodology

This chapter presents the selected research approach, design and methods employed in
this study. It further explains sampling methods and the sampling selection criteria in
addition

to

research

instruments,

validity and

reliability in

addition

to

research

limitations.

Chapter Five: Findings and Discussion

This chapter presents discussion and analysis of the findings, the benefits of adopting
the competency system and challenges which BZU may face in adopting and applying
the competency-based system.

Chapter Six: Conclusion and Recommendations

This chapter provides an overview of the study and summarizes results discussed in the
previous

chapters.

This

chapter

includes

University, and suggestions for future research.

conclusion,

recommendations

for

Birzeit
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Chapter Two
Literature Review and Theoretical Framework
Introduction
The first part of the literature review provides a quick look at the evolution of the
human resource management function and its transition from administrative to strategic
function. Then it highlights competencies in strategic management and defines core
and technical competencies. Furthermore this chapter presents the emergence and the
need of using competency-based human resource management system. It also reviews
benefits

and

negative

outcomes

of

competency-based

systems.

It

then

shortly

highlights competency models and how to conduct a competency model. Following it
reviews competencies in the public sector and in the higher education institutions.
Finally this chapter ends with a conclusion including theoretical framework and the
way competencies for administrative employees at BZU are determined.

2.1. Moving From Administrative to Strategic HRM
The late 18th century move from an agrarian to an industrial economy led to the decline of the
apprenticeship programs that had been the basic way of transferring knowledge in the workplace
(Swanson & Holton, 2001; Zwell, 2000). Socioeconomic changes led to the emergence of
industrial revolution in the form of accelerated demand for higher production and efficiency in
manufacturing. As a result, managers started to analyze jobs in order to identify the best ways to
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perform individual tasks. In this process, they relied on "scientific management" which was
firstly introduced by Charles Babbage in the early 19th century, and was later refined and
popularized by Fredrick Taylor (Lawler, 1994; Swanson & Holton, 2001). The new concept
implied that the "right" workers should be put into various jobs. Thus required systematic and
centralized efforts, initially, plant supervisors handled this function, but eventually, personnel
departments with "personnel specialists" grew in size and became influential in the recruitment
and selection of workers (Chruden & Sherman, 1976). As production methods at manufacturing
plants became more complicated and workloads increased, personnel functions expanded from
being merely a traditional employment activity to include offering training and assistance for
managers and supervisors. The importance of personnel departments became notable when the
Tuck School at Dartmouth College offered the first college personnel course in 1915 to train
employment managers (Chruden & Sherman, 1976).
Another shift in HR responsibilities started to take place in the 1980s when the collective growth
of globalization, technology, and automation forced firms to transform their operations. The
1980s were characterized as a decade of transformation that was an opportunity for HR to add
demonstrable economic value or, simply, "score points" by evolving to a strategic player role
(Beatty & Schneier, 1997). HR professionals, however, continued to focus on operational, dayto-day delivery of their practices, such as staffing and rewards, and to a lesser extent, on strategic
activities to enrich employee knowledge, skills, and abilities through job rotations and project
teams (Ulrich et al., 1989).
Once again, the HR profession underwent changes to accommodate organizational needs
(Challenger, 2001). The 1990s was a decade dominated by corporate merger and acquisition
(M&A) activity, which transformed the organizational landscape (Risher & Stopper, 1999). The
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subsequent effects of M&A are generally significant downsizing and cost cutting measures to
eliminate duplicated plants and to consolidate operations. This created a constant state of flux in
HR professionals' responsibilities and made it impossible for them to focus on one area alone. As
a result, they faced a paradox of being an agent of employees, while maintaining loyalty to
management. At the same time, they tried to nurture the existing culture and created policies that
would fit within organizational customs and norms (Zwell, 2000).
Human resources professionals are expected to spend less time as the keepers of information and
more time as strategic partners. HRM transformation from an administrative support function to
a strategic business partner has accelerated in recent years and is changing almost daily due to
globalization, competition both domestically and overseas, and changes in workforce
demographics (Laabs, 2000).
Being strategic in this context means that HR professionals focus on developing employees and
managers to maximize their performance. It entails planning and analyzing present and future
direction of the organization by taking a holistic approach, while seeking opportunities for
growth and identifying constraints (Treen, 2000).
Many HR professionals are no longer exclusively engaged in administrative tasks, due to
changes in their job function such as processing new hire forms and administering benefits, or
focusing on micro issues, such as an individual worker's performance and job satisfaction.
Brown (2002) asserted that, "this role shift is the ultimate strength and endurance test for HR
leaders who choose to take on the organizational marathon" (p. 6). The largest impact of HR was
still perceived to be in its traditional employee related issues, a view which narrows the
possibility of HR to turn into a strategic contributor.
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Without HR's transformation to managing the HR function strategically, the executive
team continues to consider the HR department as a drain on firm resources and not as a
contributor to firm performance. Zwell (2000) considers analytical and conceptual
competencies

to

be

critical

for

HR

professionals,

particularly

when

managing

organizational change, to maintain the accuracy and consistency of HR professional’s
credibility depending on the interviews results.
No doubt, the current challenges encountered by HR professionals deviate from their
traditional practices that have not been seen as providing economic value to the
company (Noe et al., 2000). HR professionals in strategic management are expected to
play an even greater role than in the management of talent, employee relations, quality
of work-family life, communication of information, cultural values, compensation, and
benefits (Wheelen & Hunger, 2004). HR departments are like other business units they
must adopt a new approach to communication that can quickly reach employees in
various locations and allow employees to interact with their HR professionals in order
to

establish

an immediate feedback loop

(Johnston, 1996).

In order for HR

professionals to become fully competent strategic players, scholars and practitioners
recommend

that

these

professionals

be

given

a

visible

role

in

organizational

management and cross-divisional assignments outside their own responsibilities.).

This section has delivered a basic background about the changes that happened to HR
functions through the recent years; it also discussed the transformation of HRM from
its traditional administration to become strategically integrated in the organization. It
shows that human resource role was turned from personnel administration, manpower
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and the delivery of day to day practices to be a strategic partner with both employees
and management. Nowadays, Human resource professionals are expected to play an
important strategic role in a significant proportion in any institution. In the following
section, the HR competencies that can be critical for organizational success will be
addressed.

2.2. HR Competencies in Strategic Management

Although a job-based approach to hiring individuals for jobs has historical utility
dating back to the era of manual-labor productivity experiments, organizations in
industrialized nations

are now

pressured to

rely on a competency-based

system

(McLagan, 1997). A job competency includes knowledge, skills /ability, attitudes
/values, and motives (Spencer & Spencer, 1993) – essentially anything related to
differences among individuals that might help explain why some people perform better
in a job than others. It is virtually impossible to argue with the claim that competencies
are better than intelligence tests for predicting job performance – one of the initial
arguments for competencies (McClelland 1973).

Due to this shift, employees including HR professionals are expected to be a source of
competitive strength and vitality. For HR professionals, this means a transformation
from their supporting roles at the micro level to the macro level where they are partners
of a strategic vision (Tokesky & Kornides, 1994). Ulrich (1997, 1998) also advocated a
competency-based

approach,

specifically

designed

for

various

HR

roles.

He

has
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proposed

that

HR

professionals

become

strategic

partners,

administrative

experts,

employee champions, and change agents, with each role having different competencies.
It is expected that specific competencies will add measurable value into HR practices
and eliminate role ambiguities. On the other hand, Buckingham & Vosburgh (2001)
suggest

the

following

initiatives

that

would allow

HR

professionals

to

position

themselves as strategic partners to the business:

1. Identify the outcomes expected by each role.
2. Identify the natural talents common to the best performers in each key role.
3. Design an interviewing system to select employees who possess similar
talents to the best ones.
4. Measure each employee based on the required outcomes (not on the required
competencies).
5. Identify each employee's areas of talent and non-talent.
6.

Encourage each employee to strengthen talents with skills and knowledge,
and then find ways to manage around areas of non-talent.

7. Label areas for improvement as areas of talent (greatest opportunities for
improvements lie in talents, not in weaknesses).
8. Rate

employees

on

whether

they

have

improved

on

the

required

which

specific

role.

Certain

outcomes.(p.22-23)

While

there

competencies

is
are

no

clear

critical

systematic
for

HR

approach
in

its

in

strategic

demonstrating
management
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competencies

have

received

extensive

coverage

in

the

broad

literature.

HR

professionals' strategic orientation entails that they adopt the organization's strategy
whether it would emphasize quality, innovation, or any other strategy to enhance
performance through HR practices (Ulrich et al., 1995; Yeung et al., 1996; Zwell,
2000). Luoma's (2000) qualitative study on three Finnish manufacturing companies,
where each had more than 800 employees also emphasized the interrelatedness of
different elements of the organization. This meant that HR issues should be included in
the strategic planning process, rather than only in the implementation phase. In this
study, line managers and HR professionals stressed the importance of their cooperation and that this interaction was supported by the senior management. Specific
competencies required from HR professionals to demonstrate their contribution to the
business

included

collaboration,

influencing

skills,

knowledge

of

employees

and

processes, and business knowledge.
After

having

identified

different

competencies

and

their

importance

within

HR

practices, the next part will focus on defining the term “competence” in the different
literatures, demonstrate the differences between core and technical competencies and
then provide an overview of the characteristics that comprise individual’s competency.

2.3.

Competency Definition and Terminology

The term "competence" first appeared in an article authored by Craig C. Lundberg in
1970 titled "Planning the executive development Program". The term gained attention
in 1973, when David McClelland, wrote a seminar paper entitled, "Testing for
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Competence Rather than for Intelligence". Since then it has been popularized by onetime fellow McBer & Company (Currently the "Hay Group") colleague Richard
Boyatzis and many others (Robinson et al., 2007). The New Oxford Shorter Dictionary
defines competence as the "power, ability, capacity to do, for a, task". Dubois (1993)
defines

competence

as

"the

employee's

capacity

to

meet

(or

exceed)

a

job's

requirements by producing the job outputs at an expected level of quality within the
constraints

of

the

organization's

internal

and

external

environments"(P.321).

In

addition competency was viewed as “an underlying characteristic of an individual that
is causally related to criterion-referenced effective and/or superior performance in a job
or situation (Spencer & Spencer, 1993, P.9). McLagan (1997) defines competencies as,
an individual's demonstrated knowledge, skills, abilities, attitudes, and other attributes
underlying effective job performance. In Swanson & Holton’s’ (2001) point of view
competencies

reflect

task-specific

actions

found

within

an

individual's

specific

knowledge domain.
Since the end of the 1990s, competency-based HR management has become widespread in the
US, in relation to the HRD in general, leadership, selection, retention and remuneration (Dubois
et al, 2004; Houtzagers, 1999). This was mainly because it offered employers a new way of
defining and assessing those hard-to-measure traits, or soft skills that so often make the
difference between superior performers and the rest of the crowd. Competencies also provided
fundamental building blocks for ensuring that all of the people processes in the organization
could be fully integrated. Competencies were proclaimed as the one common set of standards to
be used for all HR processes (Houtzagers, 1999).
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Boyatzis, a professor of organizational behavior, defined job competency as an underlying
characteristic of a person that leads to or causes superior or effective performance (Yeung et al,
1996). Boyatzis (1982) mentioned that, Individuals set of competencies reflect their skills,
capability and behaviors. And he also added that, functional competencies may be a motive, trait,
skill, aspect of one’s self-image or social role, or a body of knowledge that an individual uses,
and the existence and procession of these characteristics may or may not be known to the
individual.
Spencer & Spencer (1993) identified five types of competency characteristics consisting of
motives, traits, self-concept, knowledge and skills. First, motives are the things that an individual
consistently thinks about or wants that stimulate action. Motives drive, direct and select behavior
toward certain actions or goals and away from others. Second, traits are physical characteristics
and consistent responses to situations or information. Third, self-concept is an individual’s
attitudes, values or self-image. Fourth, knowledge is the information that an individual has in
specific content areas. Finally, skill is the ability to perform a certain physical or mental task.
Knowledge and skill competencies tend to be visible and relatively surface characteristics,
whereas self-concept, traits and motive competencies are more hidden, deeper and central to
personality. Surface knowledge and skill competencies are relatively easy to develop and
training is the most cost-effective way to secure those employee abilities (Spencer & Spencer,
1993). Figure 1 illustrates Iceberg Model of central and surface competencies.
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Figure 1.1
The Iceberg Model

From the iceberg model above we can say that visible competencies such as knowledge
and skills may be somewhat technical competencies which are basically required by the
job,

whereas

hidden

competencies

such

as

self-concept,

traits

and

motives

are

behavioral competencies that drive an individual’s performance in the job.

Competency-based human resource management on the other hand takes the broad
term of competence and breaks it into its component parts. It identifies and assesses
different competencies that make up an individual's overall competence and matches
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them with required job competencies. Knowing which competencies are required as
compared to which competencies are available to an organization can help inform and
direct HRM interventions related to compensation, recruitment, promotion, training,
and organizational culture.

A competency may be demonstrated in many ways. One method of identifying the
typical ways that competencies are demonstrated is to identify the behaviors or tangible
results (outcomes) produced by their use in the context of the work performed. A
behavior is an observable action that is taken to achieve results or that contributes to an
accomplishment. Green (1999) defined behavior as an action that can be observed,
described,

and

verified.

Competencies

could

be

measured

by

using

behavioral

indicators.

2.3.1. Core (fundamental) Competencies
Core competency indicates an aptitude or skill that enables an HR professional (a
person) to deliver perceived value to the organizational success; they are aligned with
and support the primary goals and strategies of the organization. "Core competencies
are becoming increasingly important as organizations become more flexible in using
their workforces and as they strive to drive organizational change throughout the
organization using human resource systems as the vehicle" (Byham & Moyer, 2005,
p.78).
Prahalad and Hamel (1990) introduced the concept of core competence for an
organization,

referring

to

the

unique

competencies

associated

with

market

competitiveness. The term core or organizational competency is used in reference to
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the collective learning and performance capabilities of the entire organization (Prahalad
& Hamel, 1990).
Maddy et al. (2002) defined core competencies as “the basic knowledge, attitudes,
skills, and behaviors that contribute to excellence in extension education programs” (p.
1). Liles & Mustian (2004) have defined core competencies as “the basic knowledge,
attitudes, skills, and observable behaviors that lead to excellence in the workplace (p.
432). Maddy et al. (2002) also suggest that the majority of competency models include
7-9 core competencies that all employees must demonstrate for the company to achieve
strategic

goals

and

objectives.

While

Fogg

(1994)

defines

organization

core

competency as “those few internal competencies at which you are very, very good,
better than your competition, and that you will build on and use to beat the competition
and to achieve your strategic objectives” (P.325).

2.3.2 Technical (unique) Competencies
Technical competencies are the knowledge and abilities that are required to drive
results in the particular position and describe the behaviors that are keys to the success
of an individual job or position within the organization. They are often built upon the
foundation of the organization’s core competencies (Maddy et al., 2002).
Specifying the position’s major duties and responsibilities is the main step for
identifying

technical

competencies

for

any

positions.

In

other

words,

visible

competencies such as knowledge and skills may to some extent indicate technical
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competencies that are basically required by the job. Skill and knowledge are surface or
technical competencies that can be developed easily by training (Boyatzis, 1982).
Spencer and Spencer (1993) described technical competencies as the knowledge and
abilities that are required to drive results in the particular position and describe the
behaviors that are keys to the success of an individual job or position within the
organization.

The previous part of literature has presented several definitions and illustrations of
competency and its related characteristics, a competency can be defined as a mix of
knowledge, behavior, skills abilities, attitudes, motives and traits that lead or cause
superior or effective performance. It also explained the two main terms that are used in
identifying the different competencies which include core competencies, and technical
competencies. Core competencies are the basic knowledge, attitudes, skills at which
you are very good (better than competitors). On the other hand, technical competencies
are knowledge, skills and abilities that are required to drive results in a particular
position and describe behaviors that are keys to the success. The following section
intends to provide information regarding the appearance of Competency-Based Model
and its major role in capturing individuals’ competencies.

2.4. The emergence of Competency-Based Approach
Research and theory in the fields of organizational behavior and human resource
management have been focused for decades by the view that jobs are the basic building
blocks of complex organizations. The idea that individuals have a job which involves
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specific

accountabilities,

fundamental

to

responsibilities,

organizational

behavior

and
research

activities

is

well-established

(Lawler, 1993). Traditionally;

and
job

analysis was used as the basis for creating job descriptions with minimum requirements
and has been the foundation of human resource activities. Job analysis has focused on
what people actually do in their jobs, perceptions of what people do, what people
should be doing, and what should be done in the future (Dubois et al., 2004). Job
analysis is a decision tool in which a particular job is taken apart piece by piece and a
report, called a job description, is written on precisely how that job is done. The job
analysis

can

be

referred

to

as

a

consideration

in

hiring,

development,

and

compensation. A competency model is also a decision tool, but it tends to be a stronger
tool with higher reliability, because it always takes into account knowledge and skills, which are often omitted in job descriptions (McLagan, 1997). Most Organizations
begin their organizing approach using a job description that typically specifies an
individual duties and activities. Byham & Moyer (2005) argue that traditional job
descriptions are written to identify activities and may not clearly describe outputs
needed for organizational success. Dubois et al. (2004) suggest that job descriptions
may become disregarded before they are written and thus become hindrance to
organizational change.

Weatherly (2005) explains that a competency-based approach can help moving the
focus away from jobs toward individuals and their competencies. Dubois (1993), states
that competency models provide the adhesion or glue that is necessary among the
elements of an organization's human resource management system.

According

to
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Dubois (1993) Competency models help organizations take a unified and coordinated
approach to designing the human resource management system, including job design,
hiring, performance improvement, employee development, career planning or pathing,
succession

planning,

performance

appraisals,

and

the

selection

and

compensation

systems for a job. He further describes a competency model as being able to capture
those competencies that are required for satisfactory or exemplary job performance
within the context of a person's job roles, responsibilities, and relationships in an
organization and its internal and external environments. The job-based approach fits
the mass production that dominated Europe and United States during most of the 20th
century. Rapid developments in computing, information technology, and the movement
to a global economy, have combined to change business competition as well as the type
of work which is done in the more developed countries (Lawler, 1993).
Byham & Moyer (2005) describe trends and issues facing organizations which support
a need for a competency based approach to human resource management. The most
important reason that cuts across the issues and trends according to Dubois et al. (2004)
is that competency-based HR management focuses attention on the people who do the
work rather than the work done by those people. Another important trend is the
technological change, the need to structure thinking around competencies that enable
individuals to make best use of existing and emerging technology, and the growing
importance

of

knowledge

capital.

Competency-based

job

strives

to

identify

and

develop exemplary performance and bring average employees closer to exemplary
(Dubois et al., 2004). Byham & Moyer (2005) state that rapidly-changing teamoriented environment is also an important trend for organizations to anticipate and react
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to change, they must have individuals capable of dealing with the associated challenges
where jobs change and roles change frequently.

Human resource management traditionally used to use job description as a basis for
recruitment

and

selection,

performance

appraisal,

compensation

and

benefits

and

training and development. Competency–based HR management system became most
commonly used all over the world because it helps organizations to focus its attention
on the human capital rather than the work done by employees. After discussing the
superiority of the Competency-based HR model over the job-based model and how it is
considered critical for improving human resource activities and thus for organizational
change, the following section intends to investigate the benefits derived from the
competency-based approach.

2.5. Benefits of Competency-Based Human Resource Management
System
Competency models offer a tool for identifying what is required today and in the
future. This approach creates a more elastic and responsive collection of talent by
adjusting selection criteria and professional development systems and by supporting
development of a broad set of skills (Byham & Moyer, 2005). For maximizing
efficiency, competencies help businesses and individuals to focus on what will have the
important and biggest impact (Dubois et al., 2004). Competency models provide a tool
for identifying what is desired today and in the future.
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Several benefits can be attributed to the competency-based approach. Lucia and
Lepsinger (1999) illustrate some main benefits of competency based HR systems in
training and development.

A. Competency-based HR systems facilitate the focus on important skills and
behaviors. When people are clear about what it takes to succeed, they are better
able to make decisions about training and development.
B. Competency-based
development.

HR

Focusing

systems
on

training

guarantee
and

alignment

development

of
aligns

training
with

what

and
is

essential for the organization. A fit constructed competency model describes
behaviors for success on the job and supports the organization’s strategic
direction.
C. Competency-based HR systems make the most effective use of training and
development. This approach removes the speculation on where to focus scarce
resources so time and money are well spent. Also it can help identify who needs
which skills at which point in their job and then offer training when employees
have a use for it.

McLagan (1999) furthermore, claims that traditionally trained HR professionals tend to
rely on task-based systems. She has argued that the competencies and mindsets of HR
professionals do not always fit the new work profile and that their administrative skills
of the past have a negative relationship with the emerging requirements .In order for
HR to function effectively, Ulrich and Yeung (1989) encourage HR professionals to
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develop competencies in "state-of-the-art HR practices" and stay current in areas, such
as staffing, development, and communication.
The objective of a competency-based approach is to “identify the competencies
required of high performers in key positions throughout the organization; strive to
eliminate any competency gaps that exist through effective selection and/or training
and development (Weatherly, 2005a, p.4). Many authors agree that competency-based
systems can support all of the HR management systems which include: (a) recruitment
and selection; (b) orientation; (c) training and development (d) individual development;
(e) coaching and mentoring; (f) performance management (g) compensation (h) career
development; (I) succession planning (Bernthal et al., 2004; Dubois et al., 2004;
McLagan, 1980; Moulton et al., 2006; Weatherly, 2005b). These human resource
management functions are all designed to assure that individuals will be motivated and
capable of performing jobs (Lawler, 1993).
Differences between traditional and competency-based HR management are described
by Dubois et al., (2004). Competency-based HR management move the focus from
compliance and policies to let HR play an important role in talent management, a role
that contributes to the organizational mission and productivity. Typically, a finite
number of competencies are identified, and applied across multiple functions or job
families. Attaching competency model in this way simplifies the human resource
systems and facilitates comparisons across functions that support parity in systems like
compensation and ease job movement across functions (Martone, 2003).
While HR continues to
competency-based

fulfill its compliance

environment,

recruitment

and

responsibilities, it does so in
selection

moves

away

a

from
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qualifications, and assumptions that qualifications equal ability to perform, to a focus
on decisions based on competency models for the organization that define the
knowledge, skills, and attributes of high performers (Dubois et al., 2004). Competency
models

insure

hiring

new

employees

by

using

assessments

and

other

selection

procedures that measure the competencies (Bartram, 2005; Lawler, 1994). In fact, a
key difference between job analysis and competency modeling may be that they are
often intended to distinguish top performers from average performers (Olesen et al.,
2007).
Through clarifying behaviors and practices of effective employees, competency models
raise the possibility that resources invested in hiring put the right people in the right
place. Competency models offer a comprehensive image of the job requirements; it
increases the chance of those hired to succeed, and ensure more efficient interviewing
process. Competency model helps separate competencies that have the possibility to be
improved from those that are more difficult to develop (Lucia & Lepsinger, 1999).
The

changing

environment

makes

training

programs

that

are

initiated

by

HR

professionals to be even more important. Training and development are critical to the
success of a competency-based approach. Particularly when individuals are paid for
skills acquisition, they place a great emphasis on being able to learn and develop their
abilities (Lawler, 1993). A competency-based training and development system create
competencies aligned with high performance and represent procedure for individuals to
know their own competencies and for the organization to identify and grow talents
(Dubois, et al., 2004).
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Van der Veen (1993) mentions that once an individual goes through training to handle
a higher position, while concurrently doing their present job – they called this
development. In the traditional model the two tracks were treated as separate with little
connection. Competency assessment has changed this notion; there are now three
tracks in the training and development region and they greatly overlap:

1. The career line – includes job history, where they gained experience, what kind
of experience they gained, which jobs now and in the future would benefit from
the employees’ experience, what further experience is needed.
2. The KSA line – What knowledge, skills, and attitudes are necessary to perform
according to present and future standards, what relevant knowledge, skills and
attitudes does the employee possess currently.
3. The education and training line – what level and type of education is needed to
perform at an adequate or superior level. What succession of courses and
training had a significant impact on performance. What additional courses and
training are needed.
Various applications of performance appraisals have left many managers in a state of
confusion and frustration with the employee evaluation process (Gurbuz & Dikmenli,
2007). The biggest complaint from managers is that they are not given sufficient
guidelines to assess people; and the biggest complaint from employees is that the
process is not equitable and fair. Performance appraisal concentrates much in assessing
past

behaviors

of

employees,

a

unfavoured employees (Bersin, 2008).

situation

some

manager’s

exploit

to

victimize
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The

job

among

competency

superior

assessment

performers,

process

objectively

into

consideration

taking

identifies
the

common

knowledge,

attributes

skills,

and

motivations that lead to that superior performance (Mele 1993). Byham & Moyer
(2005) describe competencies as an evaluation tool against which all individuals, or at
least a broad band of individuals, can be evaluated. We can use job competencies to
evaluate the performance of employees by structuring the appraisal instrument around
the competencies (Posthuma & Campion, 2008). Mensah and Seidu (2012) asserted
that precise definitions of the job-related behaviors are required. This would help
reduce

the

tendency

for

appraisers

to

rely

on

their

individual

interpretations.

Performance standards must be clearly defined and a regular adequate feedback should
be provided (Mensah & Seidu, 2012).
In other words, the better you perform, the better you will be paid – there are few if any
limits. The only problem is that an employee can quickly reach his or her ceiling level
of abilities and then may feel “stuck.” The competency-based model focuses more on
the value of the employee to the organization. There are no true limits to competency
based pay – as long as the employee continues to increase his or her competencies and
grow in value to the organization. For each competency there are four levels of
performance:
A. Consistently exceeds requirements
B. Meets requirements
C. Partially meets requirements
D. Not meeting requirements
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The competency-based model can serve as an inspiration to low performing employees,
because they can improve their pay a little at a time, as they gain competencies. This
can reward an employee greatly for improving his or her knowledge, skills and
attitudes in one competency. This hopefully will motivate the employee to improve
other competencies. This is a win – win solution, the employee is rewarded for their
improvements, they set their own pace for improvement and reward, and their
productivity rises accordingly – which leads to greater profit for the organization
(Mensah & Seidu, 2012).
Compensation is a sensitive issue for both the organization and the employees. To have
a successful compensation system there must be consistency. Compensation includes
wages

or

salary,

bonuses,

retirement

contributions,

and

perquisites

that

can

be

converted to cash or replace living expenses. Employees need to have a clear
understanding of how they will be evaluated, by whom and how often .There needs to
be

a

common

vocabulary

for

discussion

of

the

capabilities,

assessment,

and

compensation of the employee (McLagan, 1997). The field of compensation has seen
some recent trends that have changed the manner in which organizations provide
compensation for their employees. As with all trends, the field of compensation saw
several come and go. However, three trends have out-lasted the temporary buzz that
most new ideas inspire before they die out. Those trends according to Pasternak (1993)
include:

A. A

movement

philosophy.

to

strengthen

the

link

between

compensation

and

company
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B. Changes in the traditional job analysis and evaluation.
C. Improvements in the variety and administration technology of 410 K plans.

Thorpe

&

Homan

competency-based

(2000)

pay.

They

give

reasons

suggest

that

why

employers

amongst

the

choose

most

to

frequently

introduce
quoted

objectives are the support of a change initiative, the pursuit of flexibility, and the need
to build a broader skills base within the organization.

In conclusion, competency-based management system provides a complete picture of
job requirements which increases the chance of employees to succeed, distinguishes
top performers from average performers, and puts the right people in the right job.
Competency models will concentrate on training and development as individuals are
paid for skills acquisition, and the better they perform the better they will be paid. As
the competency-based approach offers several benefits in achieving human resource
development and training objectives and it highly contributes to the effectiveness of the
HRM within organizations. There can be some barriers to the HRM effectiveness
associated with competency-based approach as shown in the following section.

2.6. Negative outcomes of unreliable Competency-based HRM
Dubois et al. (2004) indicates that less reliable competency-based HRM models can result in
negative outcomes:
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A. Developing less significant competencies in organizations lacking clear vision of their
goals or strategies.
B. Being relatively expensive and time-consuming to manage.
C. Diminish core competencies understanding as a result of poor employee attracting.
D. Add nothing in organizations that have difficulty in differentiating between successful
and unsuccessful performance and when the competencies are too broad".

Mansfield (1996) indicates that the cost, time, and effort required to develop the
competency model makes its use impractical for more than a small proportion of jobs
in the organization. He also considers the cost, time, and effort in light of the rate at
which jobs are changing in many organizations and the fact that the shelf life of a
competency model is likely to be two years or less. In addition, layering job-specific
HR

programs

over

broader

organizational

programs

can

lead

to

inconsistency.

Mansfield (1996) proposes that it is difficult to compare the competency requirements
of one job

to the

requirements

of another job

or an individual's

competency

assessments in one job to the requirements of another job.

The following section intends to provide a pre-study review that assists in building the
study theoretical

framework;

Competency models

will

be

presented

background information about the key steps in its process development.

with

general
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2.7. Competency Model Framework
Competency models should be highly leveraged, thus they should only include the
most important competencies that really predict future performance. Models sometimes
are also shown as a visual model. Competency models are used as decision tools in
human resource management systems including recruitment and selection, training and
development, performance management, and succession planning. Competency models
are designed to meet the needs of an organization, including a list of competencies,
definitions, and behavioral indicators (Cochran, 2009). Dubois et al. (2004) defined a
competency model as “a written description of the competencies required for fully
successful or exemplary performance in a job category, work team, department,
division, or organization” (p. 23). Competency models typically include a list of
competencies and behavioral indicators that make the competency come alive in terms
of what it looks like in the context of an organization (Dubois & Rothwell, 2000; Lucia
& Lepsinger, 1999). Competency models are used to align individual capabilities and
human resource functions with organizational strategy.
Conducting

a

competency

study

and

developing

a

competency

model

for

an

organization is a multi-step process. Draganidis & Mentzas (2006) summarize key
steps of competency modeling based on their literature review: these include the
creation of a competency systems team. The identification of performance metrics and
validation sample. The development of a tentative competencies list. The definition of
competencies and behavioral indicators. The development of an initial model. The
cross-check of initial model. Model refinement and validation .And finally model
finalization. Byham & Moyer (2005) mention five steps used in competency modeling,
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background

review,

data

collection,

data

integration,

validation

and

finalization.

Common steps in competency modeling include: selecting some previously identified
models as a foundation, tailoring the language to the specific organization, piloting,
validating, revising and finalizing model (Naquin & Holton, 2006).
Stephen (1998) mentions seven essential steps which are needed to transform the HR
functions and develop the Competency system. All these steps are significant and come
into sight in some form in those successful organizations that have used a competency:

A. Agree on the need to transform.
B. Develop a statement and agreement on the new role.
C. Identify roles, competencies, and accountability
D. Communicate roles and competencies throughout organization.
E. Establish process to gain competencies
F. Measure results of the HR staff impact on mission
G. Correct, adjust and improve the transformation process based on experience and
results obtained

A summary of the essential steps in building the competency model were provided in
the section above. Further literature regarding the importance of competency system in
the public sector and higher educational institutions is presented in the following
section; this will help in forming the part of the study framework as presented in
section 2.9.
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2.8. Competency in Higher Education Institutions
Universities face increased pressure from many directions; HR professionals have an
opportunity to

support

their

institutions

by recruiting,

hiring,

and

training

non-

academic staff that have the competencies necessary to guide the institutions through
an era of change. Universities are under pressure to provide an education that will
ensure future employment. Padilla (2005) describes higher education institutions as a
complex,

unpredictable,

governance,

faculty

interdependent

independence,

and
and

functioning

within

collaborative

cultures

decision

of

making.

shared
Higher

education institutions are diverse organizations, requiring leaders to be well informed
about multiple organizational elements.

Bryson

(1995)

organizations

describes

several

methods

by which

can identify their organizational

public

sector

core competencies as

and

nonprofit

a significant

output of the strategic planning process. For example, a strategic consideration of a
public sector organization's strengths and weaknesses can identify its organizational
core

competencies

competencies

can

in
then

concrete
be

terms.

achieved

Improvement

through

of

coordinated

organizational
adjustment

of

core
HRM

administrative policies and practices covering all, or selected, personnel functions. In
some cases even in public sector settings, it will be important to ensure that an
organization's

competency model

would

be

explicitly future oriented, rather

than

implicitly historic, and that it identifies levels of superior strategic performance rather
than levels of threshold, or minimum, operational performance (Jacobs, 1989). The
British

civil

service

designed

a

competence

checklist

to

replace

its

traditional,
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centrally-controlled selection criteria and it resulted in a pattern of strengths and
weaknesses similar to those reported in the North American literature on competencies
(North, 1993). The competency movement in the public sector will probably be less
connected to an effective strategic planning process, and thus will be less effective than
it may be in the private sector. Exceptions to this pessimistic forecast may occur in
public sector organizations which enjoy both a strong mandate and an effective,
ongoing consultation process among all its key stakeholders (Bryson, 1995).
Recent surveys indicate widespread use of competency-based human resource models
by banks, insurance companies, management consulting firms, technology companies,
transportation companies, utility companies, delivery companies, retail eating outlets,
manufacturing

industries,

and

mining

companies.

Winter

(1996)

describes

how

Guardian Insurance uses competencies to assess and reward individual performance in
terms of core competencies that reflect the company's strategic focus and priorities and
how Bell Sygma applies the notion of competencies to all aspects of human resource
management, starting with the HR plan. Other private sector initiatives reported by
Czarnecki

(1995)

include

the

finance

department

of

McDonald's

Canada

which

introduced competency modeling for its 50 employees and Purolator Courier which
used a project team to identify 10 to 30 technical competencies (e.g. keyboard,
software

skills)

and

five

to

eight

behavioral

competencies

(e.g.

time

planning,

college

and

university

initiative, telephone presence).
Smith

(2003)

mentioned that

HR

functions

are vital

to

operations; given the importance of having highly skilled, talented, and committed
individuals working within higher education .Smith also mentioned that there are great
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opportunities for HR departments to lead efforts assertively which enable institutions
not only to identify and hire great people, but also to support their future development
after they have been placed in leadership positions.
Higher education institutions should treasure and nurture their own human capital
during times of change (De Lange & Olivier, 2008). Challenges like anxiety, low
morale, work errors and loss of motivation can be caused by restructuring (Arnolds,
2005). Human resource (HR) departments have a role to play in dealing with these
challenges. Schultz (2010) concludes that higher education institutions have a unique
environment, in which, knowledge of business and HR practices, personal skills and
management skills are the essential HR competencies.
Through his study conducted over a two-year period at a major East Coast research
university, Smith (2003) identifies fourteen competencies for non-academic leaders
grouped in five clusters: Leadership, Building and Managing Relationships, Cognitive,
Personal Responsibility, and Fundamental Skills.
Smith and Wolverton (2010) conclude that higher education leaders should be creative,
strategic thinker, competent in both oral and writing communication and should engage
multiple
nonverbal

perspectives

in

decision

communication,

making.

lighthearted,

Professional

unselfish

presentation,

behavior,

is

also

a

type

of

important.

Demonstrates understanding of academics, and demonstrates understanding of complex
issues related to higher education, are contextual to higher education institutions.
Smith (2003) emphasizes that

leaders want individuals who are accountable for their

actions, who can work both independently and collaboratively, who take charge of their
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endeavors, who take pride in what they do, and who can be counted on to produce
results.

After

presenting

the

general

review

about

competency

based

models

and

its

development in educational institutions, the following part of the study attempts to
discuss the theories that will be used for this research in order to establish the main
steps necessary in identifying the core competencies at Birzeit University.

2.9. Theoretical Framework
From the wide range related literature mentioned earlier, no common definition of
competencies can be found, despite the fact that many definitions of competencies
include "knowledge, skills, abilities and other characteristics (KSAO's). Competency
definition can be summarized as

individual’s actual performance in a particular

situation, competency describes how well the individual integrates knowledge; skill,
attitudes and behavior in delivering care according to expectations. Competencies often
extend traditional job analysis by including some or all of the following: traits,
motivations, drives, personality characteristics, values and behaviors. Job competency
is an underlying characteristic of a person that leads to or causes superior or effective
performance. Competencies also differ from traditional job analysis techniques because
they often are specifically linked to a department's and/or organization's goals and
strategic

objectives,

as

opposed

to

being

focused

on

the

individual

employee.
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Traditional job analysis focuses primarily on the present - how the job is defined now,
competency modeling often focuses on both current and future demands.
There are several methods for collecting and analyzing data, for deciding what to
include in a competency-based model. The needs of key users, budget and time
available to develop the model are to be considered. A good model is often
supplemented with components that will add value for an intended HR application
(Mansfield, 2012). As mentioned earlier firms create a competency model to clarify
how

competencies

lead

to

performance,

it

explains

personal

and

job

related

characteristics, the organizational context, and the inter-relationship of these elements
that result in performance as per pre-determined standards.
In order to develop an appropriate competency model, much care must be taken in the
process. To begin with, there are some terms and ideas that should be integrated into
the model. Some of the terms and ideas Mirabile (1997) includes but are not limited to:
Ability – refers to talent, while may be learned or enhanced, there tends to be a natural
predisposition to them. Behavior –observable demonstration of some competency, can
be taught, learned and measured. Behavioral Anchors – more specific than simple
behavior, they are built in levels of increasing complexity. Competency – knowledge,
skill, attitude or characteristic associated with high performance, some definitions
include motives, beliefs, and values. Criticality – measure of how important a
particular competency is for a job or group of jobs. Proficiency – how much of a
particular competency a person must have to be successful in their work
There are many tools that can be used to develop a competency model. A quick
knowledge and skill assessment of the job description is an excellent place to start.
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Follow that by finding a current successful performer and develop a model of the
competencies they use. The future should also be taken into account by listening to
what experts are saying about the future competencies that will be needed (McLagan,
1997). This is also an excellent idea to document outputs, knowledge, skills, and
attitudes that superior performers demonstrate. Singular critical-incident interviews, as
well as sets of critical-incident interviews, contribute to the development of the
competency model as well as drawing on learning from past behavior (McLagan,
1997).
The estimate is that approximately 80% of the important actions for successful job
performance are controlled by 20% of the competencies used in the job (McLagan,
1997). Therefore, it is essential to point out how the competencies are chosen in order
for a competency model to be successful.
In this research the researcher will identify and describe main core competencies
required for the four administrative departments at Birzeit University, where the
researcher has been working for the last 4 years in the HRD. Based on Spencer &
Spencer (1993), Lucia & lepsinger (1999), it is intended to follow the below steps to
determine competencies of the administrative employees at BZU:
A. Review the four administrative departments’ strategic plans.
B. Study available job descriptions for the positions in question.
C. Interview directors of the administrative departments and identify future needs
of employees.
D. Identify the knowledge, skills, abilities, and personal characteristics required for
all BZU employees.
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E. Group very similar knowledge, skills, abilities, and personal characteristics to
create a competency category
F. Compare the findings from this process with the initial literature review and
available benchmarking information.
G. Create an initial list of required core competencies.
H. Validate the list with the concerned parties

2.10. Conclusion

Chapter two highlights the literature related to competency models and ended with a
summary for the framework which the researcher intends to adopt for identifying the
major core competencies of the four administrative departments at Birzeit University.
In the next chapter, the researcher identifies how the current human resource functions
at BZU may benefit of applying a competency model.
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Chapter Three
Human Resource Management at BZU

Introduction

This chapter explains the development of human resource department’s tasks. It
highlights the challenges and services, and describes its current situation. It also
reviews recruitment and selection, training, performance appraisal and payroll and
compensation

processes.

This

chapter

is

important

because

it

is

considered

the

cornerstone in determining a methodology that is adopted in this study to determine
Birzeit University administrative employees’ most important competencies which have
an impact on improving human resource department performance.
The Human Resource Department is one of the main administrative departments in
Birzeit University’s organizational structure. It consists of four main sections; the
recruitment and selection (employment section), payroll and compensations, training &
performance appraisal and the contracting section.
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3.1. Recruitment and Selection

As part of the HR continuing mission to keep on track with the technological
development and for simplifying the recruitment and selection procedures for the
applicant, BZU has developed its own online recruitment system (e-careers) in 2009,
although the applicants can still phone or email the employment administrator for any
information and assistance. With online recruitment, BZU has reached,

and is

reaching, a wider pool of potential employees by building its own data base. For
example, many qualified people from abroad can apply to BZU via e-careers very
easily. By this way BZU receives many qualified applications and does not depend
only on the availability of qualified people in the local market.
Until 2009, applicants used to visit the Human Resource Department physically in
order to take hard application copies, fill it manually, and then submit it back to the
Human

Resources

Department.

A

responsible

employee

used

to

summarize

information written in the applications on an excel sheet by taking into consideration
the applicant’s qualifications such as experiences, education, training courses etc.
From the above we can conclude that the recruitment process at BZU was time
consuming, very costly, and needed a lot of paper work. BZU benefited from
developing the e-careers since it has a better and faster screening for both the academic
and administrative staff.

The Applicants may be insiders (current employees) or outsiders (new applicants).
There are a number of advantages for recruiting from inside BZU. For instance,
internal recruitment maximizes the return on the organization's investment in its
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employees, increases motivation of individuals who are interested in improving their
careers and reduces cost and time spent on orientation and training for new employees.

The process of the recruitment and selection process can be summarized in the
following:

3.1.1 Job requisition
A job requisition form must be filled by the department which needs to refill an
existing position or request a new position depending on their needs assessment and the
work size. This form must be supported by a justification why the department needs
this position. The form used for refilling an existing position differs from the one used
to request a new position.
Requesting a new position form must be supported by related documents such as
current organizational chart of this department, annual budget and an approval of
having this new position, and the job description and job specification. This form must
be sent to the HR department for auditing and then will be sent for the top management
for approval.
Refilling an existing position form needs only to mention the name of the employee
you need to fill the position of and why he had resigned, in addition to

the job

description and job specification of this position taking into consideration that the
degree required for this position shouldn’t change .
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3.1.2 Posting the vacancy based on the need to fill a position.
The position will move through a manual approving path and once all of the
individuals who are required to review the position have approved the position, the
vacancy will be officially posted to the e-careers web site.

It is important to mention that it is a rule at BZU that every department while filling its
annual budget has to forecast for any new employees for the year to come.

In addition

to the annual forecasting, many new vacancies at BZU arise as a result of new projects
during the year especially in its centers and institutes.
Before making any announcements on the E-careers the HR department ensures that
the vacant positions were identified in the annual budget and there is enough budget for
any new employment.

3.1.3 Review and update job descriptions and specifications for the
position
The traditional starting point for the recruitment process is preparing and/or updating a
job description and specification.

The HR department makes sure that the job

description accurately reflects the work to be done well put in an appropriate, specific
and clear language to ensure that it’s clear for all those who are interested. As for the
job specifications,

it specifies the qualifications an individual should possess in order

to carry out the work. After the review of both the job description and specification the
HR employment administrator can screen the applicants objectively by comparing the
applicant’s qualifications to the job requirements.
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3.1.4 Selection of the most qualified applicants
The selection process can be summarized below as follows:

A. Selection process
The

HR

employment

administrator

with

an

administrative

employee

from

the

department that is looking for a candidate, screen all the submitted applications
according to the job requirements announced in the newspapers or on website. They
both ensure that the selected shortlisted candidates are meeting all the subjective and
objective criteria needed for the post.

B. Selection Tools
The HR employment administrator uses several tools to select the most appropriate
applicant from the shortlist. These tools include the applicant’s resume, job related
exams, structured or unstructured job interviews and the reference check.

C. Establish a shortlist
After the applications have been screened by one or more selection methods, usually a
few well-qualified people stay.

D. Make the selection decision
An Interview for the candidates is held by a selection committee in order to decide
which candidate is best equipped to do the job. An evaluation form must be filled by
every selection committee member in order to find out which candidate receives the
best marks and a comparison is done among committee member’s evaluation. One
candidate usually emerges as the favorite choice. The names of other candidates may
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be retained to contact in the event that negotiations and the job offer with the preferred
candidate were unsuccessful.

E. Negotiate a competitive compensation and benefits package
BZU usually doesn’t negotiate for salaries or benefits because it has –like all
Palestinian universities- a scale for salaries, benefits and compensation. But sometimes
for some top level management positions or for some special contracts, BZU offers
higher salaries than the scale to hunt the most qualified persons.
Despite all the improvements mentioned above and the time and cost reduction in the
recruitment process, the researcher, who is also an observer who works at the HR
department,

sometimes

listens

to

colleagues

comments

on

the

recruitment

and

selection process describing them as subjective and inconsistent in some cases.
The selection process at BZU is mainly focusing on application forms, interviews and
evaluation forms, selection tests. However it never searches for prospective employees,
the process is very slow, and there is insufficient guidance on the composition and
operation of interview panels which requires development in the recruitment and
selection process.
Birzeit University has taken good steps in order to have an effective recruitment and
selection

process

through

using

online

recruitment

system

(e-careers).

As

was

explained earlier the online recruitment system reduces the cost of the recruitment
process as well as assists HRD in selecting the most qualified candidates. However, the
recruitment and selection process is still prone to be subjective, and lacks awareness to
fairness. Selection is narrowly focused on interviews, application forms and reference
checks

are

not

managed

comprehensively.

Current

challenges

include,

difficulties
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regarding the efficiency and speed of the recruitment process, insufficient guidance on
the composition and operation of interview panels and insufficient guidance and
training for recruitment committees.
Competency-based recruitment and selection is result oriented process, it focuses less
attention on educational level or years of experience that have little connection to
verifiable results. The competency model will make selection methods more effective,
it will reduce turnover, the persons who are hired are more likely to do well in jobs or
work roles that match their existing or potential competencies (Wood & Payne, 1998).
The competency model will provide insight into whether or not a new hire will be a
good fit with the organization's culture (Guinn, 1998).

The decision to move to a more focused, objective approach to recruitment and
selection through adopting a competency-based approach to recruitment and selection
requires

positive

changes

to

the

existing

job-based

system.

Competency-based

recruitment and selection is a result oriented process. It is easier to concentrate on the
results expected of a successful performer. Competency-based recruitment have an
important role in attracting individuals who possess skills, capabilities, and behaviors
that might be difficult, if not impossible, to develop by training or development efforts
(Garrett, 2007).

3.2. Performance Appraisal
Performance appraisal is another main function of the HR department. Performance
appraisal section manages the evaluations of all BZU employees at the end of each
year.
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The appraisal process can be summarized in the following steps:

3.2.1. Identifying the Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators are identified to measure performance of “some” jobs,
such as the number of employees supervised by the employee, tasks and workload. For
“some” jobs they depend on information from different databases to identify KPI’s
such as the number of loaned books during a certain period for measuring workload in
the library. The objective of identifying KPI’s is to make the appraisal system more
objective

and

minimize

subjective

decisions,

however

Birzeit

University

has

a

weakness in identifying the KPI’s because they are not applied for all jobs and are not
linked to the strategic goals for each unit.

3.2.2 Enter the KPI’s into the HR management system
KPI’s are identified for “some” jobs, they are not linked to the strategic plan for the
university and employees goals which are not connected to the university’s strategic
plan.

3.2.3 Announcing the evaluation period and making the system live
The performance appraisal for both the academic and administrative staff takes place at
the beginning of April of every year and usually stays for the whole month. The HR
department is responsible for the whole process; it starts by sending the evaluation
forms for all the concerned parties and ends by receiving the recommendations from all
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departments and units. The HR department in parallel with the Computer Center
provides all the necessary support (technical or administrative) to all directors and
employees during the evaluation.

HR

department

recommendations

follows
from

all

the

process

departments

from
and

the

units.

beginning
HR

until

department

receiving

provides

the

necessary support to all departments and directors about the system and solves any
problems that arise while the system is alive.

3.2.4 Following up the evaluation process
The HR department issues/renews all types of contracts (cadre, special, daily) for the
next year taking into consideration all the recommendations provided by the appraisal.
The incentive system is “somehow” linked to the appraisal process, since cash rewards
are paid to all employees based on the recommendations given in the appraisal by the
beginning of the next academic year, but the annual increment is not usually based on
employee performance.
Employees’ evaluations

are

the cornerstone for

issuing employee’s contracts

and

incentives so it’s very important to be done within a timeframe so HR department
could follow the recommendations provided by the appraisal.

As mentioned above, the current appraisal system may lack the ability to measure the
real performance of employees. It only measures the technical skills that employees
should have in order to accomplish their tasks. Current appraisal system doesn’t take
behavioral

skills,

attitudes,

traits

into

considerations

when

measuring

employees
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performance. Current appraisal system allocates only 20% for administrative skills,
competencies and behaviors while the remaining 80% goes to assess the tasks set in the
job descriptions ( see appendix V ) .
BZU appraisal and evaluation system focus almost exclusively on an employee’s past
performance.
focusing

This

energy,

traditional
attention,

system

and

effort

may
on

inhibit
past

performance
shortcomings

unintentionally
rather

than

by

future

successes. Characteristics of an effective performance feedback process as set by Noe
et al. (2000) are:
A. Feedback should be given frequently, not once a year.
B. Create the right context for the discussion.
C. Ask the employee to rate his/her performance before the session.
D. Encourage the subordinate to participate in the session.
E. Recognize effective performance through praise.
F. Focus on solving problems.
G. Focus feedback on behavior or results, not on the person.
H. Minimize criticism.
I. Agree to specific goals and set a date to review the process.

Adopting a competency-based approach to performance management can be more
useful. In a competency-based approach, employees' work results are aligned with
achievement of BZU strategic objectives. This approach affords the opportunity to
identify and develop needed competencies. In line, competency assessment results
provide a strong tool for identifying training needs that can be used to plan and deliver
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employees' training in a targeted manner. The benefits of a competency-based system
are more precious than financial rewards for employees.

3.3. Training and Development
Human Resource department is responsible for preparing and conducting training
programs for employees, on the other hand training programs “if any” are dependent on
the employees’ annual appraisal. Some employees may be sent abroad for attending
training courses upon their direct administrator recommendations during the year.

3.3.1. Training Problems at BZU
A. The lack of budget allocated for training due to the financial crises that Birzeit
University always has and is currently facing.
B. Training needs assessments were never done by BZU HR in order to identify the
deficiencies in the administrative employee’s performance. However, most of direct
administrators recommend training courses for the employees just to fill the blanks
in the annual appraisal.
C. Providing training courses for employees in general is beyond BZU’s priorities
which prevent it from requesting funds for developing its employees. But this does
not apply on certain employees in the institutes and centers. It is obviously clear
that there is a bias in training especially when the same employees are always
receiving different training programs.
D. The offered training lacks the ability to provide the employees with the required
skills that are important to improve their performance.
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E. Training does not have a plan linked to the mission, vision, values, business
strategies and objectives of BZU.
F. Training

should

have

an

immediate

and

highly

specific

impact

on

work

performance, and it should be grounded in the organization's requirements and
unique corporate culture.

3.3.2. Future plan for training
6.2 To seek support and cooperation from various BZU centers and institutes, to
implement specialized training courses for the benefit of the employees and the
university as a whole.
7.2 To analyze the training needs on regular basis, by a specialized employee from
the HR department and study its impact on performance.
8.2 The HR department is strategically planning to benefit from the highly qualified
employees in the university to transfer their experiences to a wider group.
9.2 To make a focus group to study the training needs.

Competency based training focuses on the corporate culture in a better way than what
job description approach does. Competency-based training requires trainers to make a
big shift from only achieving single behavioral objectives to competency acquisition
and its application for competent performance.
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3.4

Payroll and Compensations & Benefits

The

compensation

system

including

salaries

and

promotions

and

employees

development at BZU, are not wisely linked to the employee’s annual evaluation and
appraisal. Instead it is based on the Unified Palestinian Cadre that is designed for all
Palestinian

universities.

Unfortunately,

the

Unified

Cadre

equalizes

between

the

creative employees and the ordinary ones since it is not designed to give credit to the
distinctive employees only in very rare cases. On the other hand and in many cases the
direct managers don’t appraise their employees objectively which in turn is reflected on
their pay.

In many cases the employee reaches the end of the scale according to the Unified
Cadre which means that he/she will keep receiving the same salary until quitting work
at BZU regardless of the development in performance. On the other hand,

in rare or

special cases the united scale is violated to attract employees for filling some top
positions.

Compensation and benefits are one of the most important functions in HR. It has been
an extremely important issue for both employer and employees, as money is directly or
indirectly related to the fulfillment of most human needs. BZU are not paying for
performance and the compensation and benefits are so small and equalizes between
creative employees and ordinary ones.
A competency based compensation and benefits system is one which can satisfy the
performance-linked

pay

in

which

employees

are

paid

on

the

basis

of

actual

performance. The competency based compensation and benefits system should be
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designed on the basis of employees’ capabilities and experience and by taking into
account the market’s demand for unique skills and experience.

3.5

Conclusion

The researcher refers to the case of some administrative units that had triple the
average

turnover,

complaints,
requests to

an

a

remarkably high

unusual

“help

number

of

number
training

motivate” department

of
and

discipline

issues

development

and

employee

requests,

including

members and significant

employee stress

complaints. BZU HR units are not fully integrated which may lead to ineffective
communication. We could have quickly determine that vague job descriptions and
poorly designed interview process have the potential to lead to bad hires. Performance
expectations were vague, managers lacked fundamental coaching and teambuilding
skills.

The purpose of this study is to identify HR competencies for administrative employees
at Birzeit University to improve the performance of each HR function through adopting
and

applying

competency

assessment

in

each

function

of

HR

department.

Competencies enable an organization to integrate strategic HR and business plans into
one seamless overarching strategy to develop people, optimize resource allocation,
enhance services, and create efficiencies. Competency models are based on measurable
work results and are specific to organization's culture and success factors that are more
consistent than job descriptions. Competency models are more effective in describing
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characteristics

associated

with

excellent

individual

performance.

Competency based

human resource management system will improve the capability of HR employees by
linking

organizational

performance.

core

competencies

to

the

competencies

of

individual

best
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Chapter Four
Research Design and Methodology

Introduction
This chapter presents the selected research approach, design and methods employed in
this study. It further explains sampling methods and the sampling selection criteria in
addition to research instruments, validity and reliability of the study in addition to
research limitations.

4.1. Definitions of Research
Research could be defined as “an organized, systematic, data based, critical, objective,
scientific inquiry or investigation into a specific problem, undertaken with the purpose
of finding answers or solutions to it” (Sekaran, 2003,p.4). However, Nelson (2003)
defines research as “a systematic investigation, including research development, testing
and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge” (P.3).
According to Bruce et al. (1993) research can be either survey or field research. Survey
research is “the research that involves the application of questionnaires or interviews to
large groups of people”. The main purpose of survey is to identify the presence of
characteristics among groups. Field research is “a matter of immersing oneself in a
naturally occurring set of events in order to gain of the situation” (Bruce et al., 1993,
P.12).
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Kumar (2005) assumes that research provides the needed information to help the
managers to make the necessary decision to deal with problems. The information
provided could be a result of a very careful analysis of data gathered for the first time
or data already available.

4.2.

Types of Research

According to Kumar (2005) any research can be one of two types

4.2.1. Basic (Pure) research
Involves

developing

and

testing

theories

and

hypotheses

that

are

intellectually

challenging to the researcher but may or may not have practical application at the
present time or in the future. The knowledge produced through basic research is sought
in order to add to the existing body of research methods.

4.2.2. Applied research
Applied research is done to solve specific, practical questions; for policy formulation,
administration and understanding of a phenomenon. It can be exploratory, but is
usually descriptive.
According to Lutzker et al. (2001) the basic researcher can usually control the setting
and conditions under which the research is conducted. On the other hand, applied
research is usually conducted in natural setting.
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4.3

Types of Research Design

According to the purpose of the study, the research design can be divided into three
categories (Creswell, 2012):

4.3.1 Exploratory study
This study is undertaken when no information is available on such problem or when
there is not much known about the situation. In such situations extensive preliminary
work is needed to be familiar with the phenomena in order to be able to set up a design
for a comprehensive investigation.

4.3.2 Descriptive study
This study is conducted in order to be able to describe the characteristics of variables of
interest in a certain situation. Hence, its goal is to describe the relevant aspects of the
phenomena of interest.

4.3.3 Hypothesis testing
This study is undertaken to establish differences or to explain the relationships among
groups. It can predict organizational outcomes and can explain the variance in the
dependent variable
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4.4. Research Methodology Selection
The purpose of this study is to identify HR competencies for administrative employees
at Birzeit University in order to improve the performance of each HR function through
adopting and applying competency assessment. Before one decides on the most
appropriate methodology for a study one must take look at the most important
methodologies of research. There are two principal research methods which are
qualitative and quantitative methods (Dawson, 2002).

The choice of either qualitative

or quantitative research depends on the researcher’s assumptions.

4.4.1. Quantitative Research Methodology
According to Cornford and Smithson (1996), Quantitative research is a research that
“relies on developing metrics (numbers) that can be used to describe the phenomena
(objects and relationships) under study” (p.40). The quantitative research involves a
number of techniques: experimental technique, observation technique and the survey
technique, which uses questionnaires or interviews. The questionnaire must be well
designed and distributed to a random sample to provide numerical and predictable
results on the target population (Alreck & Settle, 2003). Quantitative research tells us
how often or how many people act in a certain way, but it doesn’t answer the question
“why” Denzin & Lincoln (2002). Different kinds of methods can be used for
quantitative research such as field and laboratory experiments to investigate a research
problem Straub et al. (2004).
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4.4.2. Qualitative Methodology
Qualitative research is “any kind of research that produces findings not arrived at by
means of statistical procedures or other means of quantification” Strauss & Corbin
(1990, p.17). Qualitative research is a research designed for exploratory purposes. It
involves numerous techniques such as group interviews, projective techniques and case
studies. It also analyzes human behavior and focuses on people’s experiences to give
results on phenomenon that are complex and cannot be quantified (Kumar et al., 2001).

4.5. Sampling
Sampling is “the process of selecting a sufficient number of elements from the
population so that by studying the sample, and understanding the properties or the
characteristics of the sample subjects, it would be possible to generalize the properties
or characteristics to the population elements” (Sekaran, 2003, P. 267-268). The
fundamental reason for using sampling rather than collecting data from the entire
population is that in research there are thousands of elements and it would be
impossible to examine each element on the entire population (Creswell, 2012).
There are two types of sampling designs, probability sampling and non-probability
sampling. Probability sampling allows each element in the population to have a well
known probability whereas in non-probability sampling the element does not have a
probability of being selected as subjects. The most important step in the sampling
process is to make a careful selection of a true representative sample of the population
to which the findings will be generalized (Creswell, 2012).
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4.6. The Employed Research Method
The researcher used triangulation method. Triangulation is a powerful technique that
facilitates validation of data through cross verification from more than two sources. In
particular,

it

refers

to

the

application

and

combination

of

several

research

methodologies in the study of the same phenomenon, it can be employed in both
quantitative (validation) and qualitative (inquiry) studies (Bogdan & Biklen, 2006).The
purpose of triangulation in qualitative research is to increase the credibility and validity
of the results. Altrichter et al. (2008) contend that triangulation gives a more detailed
and balanced picture of the situation.
In this study The researcher combined

qualitative and quantitative methods in addition

to his actual practice as an observer of the situation and active participant working in
the human resource department at BZU, in order
employee’s

core

and

technical

competencies.

to determine BZU’s administrative

The

researcher

used

three

research

methods (Focus Group, Personal Interviews and Questionnaires) in order to triple
checking results and to make sure that the results which went through these three
instruments are homogeneous.

4.7. Research Instruments
In order to choose the most appropriate methodology for a certain research, its purpose,
its scope and setting, the research type and the unit of analysis should be considered
(Creswell,

2012).

This

research

aims

to

identify

competencies

of

administrative

employees of BZU, and the research method best suited for our purpose is qualitative
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research. The researcher has adopted three main instruments to be used to collect and
analyze data which are focus group, the questionnaire survey and the interviews.

Focus groups are good methods for gathering ideas about new initiatives. Also they are
considered to be more efficient than conducting several individual interviews. Focus
groups are useful when gaining access to a sense of participant commonality is the
central concern (Parker & Tritter, 2006). It is rapidly becoming one of the major
research tools to understand people’s thoughts and feelings. It is usually conducted by
inviting six to ten people to gather for a few hours with a trained moderator to talk
about a product, service or organization. The meeting is held in a pleasant place, and
refreshments are served to create a relaxed environment (Kumar, 2005). On the 3rd of
October 2012 a focus group session was held in the old administrative building at
Birzeit University. The session consisted of 8 employees divided equally (two each, 1
old employee and 1 new) on the main four administrative departments. New employees
are those who worked less than 2 years, where old employees are those who have
longer work experience and more familiar with work practices at Birzeit University.
The session started by a 10 minutes presentation by the researcher to introduce his
research topic, the main goals he is seeking to achieve and the disadvantages of the
existing system. After the researcher’s introduction, the discussion of the group had
started and lasted for about one hour.

The researcher served as the moderator of the

group with the assistance of a professional (neutral) moderator. The moderator asked
the attendees to ask questions and to mention their opinions about the current HR
management system, the functions of HR department and the role of the HR
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departments. The attendees also identified the core competencies for administrative
employees. The researcher used a tape recorder in order to listen again to the
discussions and verify data.

Results gained from the focus group were used to

construct personnel interviews and questionnaire, open discussions gave the researcher
a chance to get new ideas.
Interviews

are

discussions,

usually

one-on-one

between

an

interviewer

and

an

individual, meant to gather information on a specific set of topics. Interviews can be
conducted in person or over the phone. Interviews differ from surveys by the level of
structure placed on the interaction. The main advantage of this method is that the
researcher can easily adapt the questions as necessary, clarify doubt, and ensure that
the responses are properly understood by repeating or rephrasing the questions (Gall et
al., 2003). The researcher conducted 4 interviews with head of each administrative
department of BZU. The researcher tried to make each interview similar to a
conversation, the questions centered on identification of factors, benefits, challenges
and barriers in such a way as to try to get different factors from different point of views
as possible. Results gained from the focus group were discussed with managers in
order to validate results, specially the core competencies. (see appendix I and II for
focus group discussed points and interview questions)

A questionnaire was designed to evaluate the existing system. The questionnaire
usually consists of a set of questions presented to a respondent for answers. The
respondents read the questions, interpret what is expected and then wrote down the
answers themselves. It is called an Interview Schedule when the researcher asks the
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questions (and if necessary, explains them) and records the respondent’s reply on the
interview schedule. Questionnaires are very flexible because there are many ways to
ask questions (Kumar, 2005).
used

to

construct

administrative

the

questionnaire,

employees

departments of BZU.

Data gathered through focus group and interviews was
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this

questionnaires)

questionnaire
of

the

was
main

distributed
four

to

all

administrative

It consisted of demographic questions, Likert-scale questions

and Yes or No questions.

4.8. Validity and Reliability

Validity means that correct procedures have been applied to find answers to a question.
(Dawson, 2002). Trustworthiness and validity are the two terms that researchers use to
describe how qualitative methodologies establish confidence in their research (Jones et
al., 2006).
To assure validity the researcher relied on multiple sources of data and multiple
methods to gather data (Triangulation method). The questionnaire was evaluated by the
researcher’s supervisor and thesis committee defense members in order to receive
expert approval on the content and construction of the questionnaire. Then it was
translated into Arabic since it will be distributed to Arab respondents. Once the
questionnaire was constructed, the researcher did a pilot testing in order to test if it is
obtaining the results the researcher requires and to correct any vague questions to make
it clear. Piloting the questionnaire was done by asking people to read it and see if any
ambiguities exist or other points were overlooked by the researcher. The respondents
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were

also

asked

to

comment

about

the

length,

structure

and

wording

of

the

questionnaire. The researcher also explained to the interviewees and focus group
participants what the Competency-Based HR system is, and its benefits.

Reliability refers to the quality of a measurement procedure that provides repeatability
and accuracy (Dawson, 2002). Reliability is a psychometric characteristic necessary for
validity and concerns the extent to which a measuring procedure, such as a survey
instrument, yields the same results on repeated occasions (Carmines & Zeller, 1979).

The most popular test of consistency reliability is the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. The
closer the Cronbach’s alpha gets to 1.0, the best and the higher the internal consistency
of a dimension. In general, values between 0.7 and 0.8 are considered accepted, while
less than 0.7 are considered poor, and values higher than 0.8 are considered satisfactory
(Creswell, 2012). Therefore, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was calculated for each item
in the questionnaire and it was greater than 0.7 for all items.

4.9. Limitations of the study

One main limitation in any research is the reliability of the instruments used, but in this
case the researcher used the triangulation methods to validate his data. Furthermore, the
questionnaire, focus group and interview questions were given to people who have
enough expertise in human resource management. One limitation was that the sample
didn’t represent all administrative employees in BZU.

The researcher focused on the

employees of the main administrative departments. Another limitation is emphasizing
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four major HRM functions and excluding other functions which may benefit from a
competency based system such as HR planning, health and safety and other functions.
Moreover, this research didn’t try to identify the level of importance for each
competency at a job level but rather determine the core needed competencies. This
study didn’t provide a competency model to be used by Birzeit University; however it
formulated a road map for Birzeit University to construct its competency-based HR
model. Despite these limitations, the researcher was able to get adequate representative
data of the outcomes of the study.

4.10. Conclusion
This chapter provided an overview of the research setting and methodology and
highlighted the importance of using the triangulation method in this study. It also
illustrated the data gathering procedures. The analysis stage is significant in order to
draw a meaningful conclusion. Chapter five highlights the semi-structured interviews
and focus groups findings, comparing these findings with those revealed from the
survey questionnaire.
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Chapter Five
Findings and Discussion

Introduction
The analysis of the data gathered through the questionnaires, focus group and semistructured interviews was carried out in terms of research questions posed in the first
chapter of this research. The researcher tried to identify the weaknesses of the current
human resource system functions and to determine how the competency system would
improve these functions. The researcher also tried to reveal the benefits of applying
such system and to determine the success factors besides the barriers facing its
implementation. Finally the researcher tried to show the main core competencies which
should exist among all administrative employees of BZU.

1.5.

Sample Characteristics

Employees who responded to the questionnaires, focus group and semi-structured
interviews ranged in age from 19-55 years. More than half (51%) had earned
bachelor’s degrees, 27% masters degree and 22% diplomas. 53% of the sample was
females and the rest (47%) were males. The majority indicated that they worked in the
finance department (33%), 31% in registration office, 20% in the computer center and
16% in HR department.
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5.2. HR Department Role
68.6% of questionnaire respondents described HR department’s performance as weak
(illustrated in Figure5.1) which indicates how weak the current system is. Attendees of
focus group had approved that one of the main reasons behind the weak performance of
the human resources department is the university’s philosophy which concentrates on
attention, priorities, privileges and resources to the academic side; while neglecting and
overlooking the administrative side taking into consideration that the university first
and foremost is an academic institution. This trend has been addressed by many
authors, as it focuses on operational, day to day delivery of their practices (Ulrich,
Brockbank, & Yeung,1989). This philosophy has badly affected not only the HR
department’s performance, but also other administrative units; in which it has also
negatively affected recruitment, training, motivation and development of employees.
Zwell (2000) also considers the HR department as a drain on the firm’s resources and
not as a contributor to the firm’s performance if not managed strategically.

69% of the respondents are dissatisfied by the way the university is managed and how
they

deal

departments.

with

administrative

employees

within

the

main

four

administrative
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Figure (5.1): In general, how do you evaluate the performance
of the Human Resources Department towards employees

Poor

10%
35%

14%

Weak
Fair

8%

Good
33%

Excellent

Attendees of the focus group session approve that the human resource department is
suffering from weaknesses in its main four duties. Directors of the administrative
departments which have expressed their views through the semi structured interviews
evaluated HRM currently used by Birzeit University as weak and it facing many
problems. The attendees also confirm that the existing job-based HR management
system is old and is highly dependent on outdated regulations that were put forward 30
years ago and which are no longer suitable for the time being. HR professionals in
strategic management are expected to play a greater role than the management of
talent, employee relations, communication of information, compensation, and benefits
(Wheelen & Hunger, 2004). As a result HR department must adopt a new approach of
communication that can quickly reach employees in various locations and which can
also allow employees to interact with their HR professionals in order to establish an
immediate feedback loop.
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1.5.

Recruitment and Selection

Starting with the recruitment and selection process, attendees of the focus group think
that, neither the mechanism of the process is clear nor the duties of the employees. And
this usually has a negative affect on the evaluation of the applicants and the equality of
choosing among them. Figure 5.2 illustrates that 60% from the respondents of the
questionnaire agreed about the weakness of recruitment and selection process.

Figure (5.2): There is a clear weakness in the process of
recruitment and selection at Birzeit University

18%

23%

Strongly Agree
Agree

Neutral

18%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

37%
4%

The acting director of the finance department sees that one of the most prominent
weaknesses is the recruitment and selection process. She believes that relying primarily
on the education of applicants assessment does not lead to the selection of the perfect
employee for Birzeit University. In contrast, competency models ensure hiring new
employees by using assessments and other selection procedures that measure the
competencies

(Bartram,

competency-based

2005;

recruitment

Lawler,
and

1994).

selection

Dubois

moves

et

away

al.
from

(2004)

assert

that

qualifications

and

assumptions that qualifications equal ability to perform, to a focus on decisions based
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on competency models for the organization that define the knowledge, skills, and
attributes of high performers. The same result reached through questionnaire where
59%

of

respondents

agreed

that

recruitment

and

selection

process

depends

on

educational level, as illustrated in Figure (5.3).

Figure (5.3) Recruitment and selection process mainly depends
on education level

12%

4%
Strongly Agree
Agree

15%

Neutral
14%

55%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

The acting finance director also believes that there is a significant impact of some
personal relationships in the recruitment process and this was affirmed by all of those
interviewed, including the director of human resource department who explained that
there is a kind of (non-cooperation) from some directors in the recruitment process and
immoral interventions in favor of some applicants. This affects fulfilling Birzeit’s
slogan EEO “Equal Employment Opportunity” to all applicants. The director of the
computer center and technical support also complained from personal relationships
which may interfere to prefer one applicant over others. He also stated that there are no
clear criteria for the selection process and for short listing applicants for interviews;
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also there are no clear criteria for measuring and evaluating the applicants during the
interview.
Figure (5.4) demonstrates that 30% of questionnaire respondents have the same
opinion regarding this issue, even 52% of the respondents were neutral as shown
below.

Figure (5.4): A bias happens by members of recruitment
committees for the benefit of one of the applicants

4% 8%

14%

Strongly Agree
22%

Agree

Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
52%

Through their evaluation of the current situation, the directors of the administrative
departments believe that there are weaknesses in the selection of the interviews
committees. There is no unified committee in order to interview applicants for all
administrative jobs, but there are committees which usually consist of one or two
interviewers from the human resource department who have the sufficient knowledge
about conducting interviews. However, this committee must include two or three
persons from the department that intends

to employ, and who are not familiar with the

methods of interviewing and the selection of staff, yet they have a significant impact on
the selection process. This weakness is also confirmed by questionnaire respondents;
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almost 50% of the respondents agreed the lack of basic knowledge about recruitment
and selection among interviews committee’s members, and this is illustrated in Figure
5.5.

Figure (5.5): There is a clear weakness and lack of basic
knowledge about recruitment and selection among recruitment
committees which interview the applicants

12%

10%
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
39%

37%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

2%

The director of the human resource department says that there was an attempt to make
a unified interview committee which consists of trained and highly qualified employees
for selecting the most qualified applicant for all jobs to be filled at the university, but
there was an opposition from senior management and many of the directors of certain
departments and institutes.
Moreover, about 68% of the questionnaire respondents didn’t think that the interview
plays a key role in the detection of suitability of the applicant for the job. 64% of the
respondents also denied that job interview contains a variety of questions which reveal
the behaviors and competencies of each applicant. On the other hand about 50% agreed
that the E-careers system has improved the efficiency of recruitment and selection
process through reaching a wider pool of potential employees by building its own data
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base, and many qualified people from abroad can apply to BZU via e-careers very
easily. Through this method BZU receives many qualified applications and does not
depend only on the availability of qualified people in the local market. The E-careers
system makes it better and faster screening for both the academic and administrative
staff, saving lot of time, cost and effort.

While a competency-based recruitment has an

important role in attracting individuals who possess skills, capabilities, and behaviors
that might be difficult to develop by training or development efforts, and provides
insight into whether or not a new hire will be a good fit with the organization's culture
(Garrett, 2007; Guinn, 1998).

1.5.
The

Training and Development
changing

environment

makes

training

programs

that

are

initiated

by

HR

professionals to be more important. A wide range of literature asserted that training and
development are critical to the success of any institution (Dubois, et al. 2004; Lawler,
1993; Lepsinger, 1999). Through the semi-structured interviews directors described the
process of training and developing the administrative staff as a poor and weak process.
Figures 5.6, 5.7 shows that almost 85% of questionnaire respondents think that BZU
administration ignores training and development process for administrative employees.
Focus group attendees assured that the development and training of employees is a
neglected issue at Birzeit University compared to faculty members. On the other hand
if there are any training courses it is usually directed toward a specified category with
no specialization and usually funded by external organizations.

Nevertheless Spencer

& Spencer (1993) describe training as the most cost-effective way to secure employee
abilities, knowledge and skills.
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Figure (5.6): I think there is an interest in the training and
development process for administrative employees at Birzeit
University
4%
10%

2%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral

55%

29%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

The training supervisor at the HR department confirmed that the development and
training budget for all administrative departments never exceeds 3000 JD annually (8
JD’s / Employee).

Black (2010) mentioned that the annual training and development

expenditure per employee in the U.S companies is $955 on average. Mondy (2010)
estimated an average annual expenditure of $1040 per employee in the U.S. Khalil
(2007) reported that the British public sector annual expenditure on training and
development was £414.43 per employee. Muna and Khoury (2012) estimated the
annual training and development annual expenditure in private sector in Palestine by
$107-$178 per employee. This illustrates the weakness of training and development in
BZU

and

proves

that

university

administrative employees training.

administration

doesn’t

pay

much

attention

to
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Figure (5.7): The university neglects training and development
process of administrative staff

6%

4%
Strongly Agree

8%
45%

Agree
Neutral
Disagree

37%

Strongly Disagree

Moreover, all the attendees of the focus group session had shown resentment regarding
this issue and assured that their directors recommend training courses for them on an
annual basis, but they had never been trained. According to the assistant director of the
registration and admission department, it is attributed to the lack of a clear vision of the
need to train (weak need assessment). Organizations usually try to increase their
capabilities by investing more in training and development, Ichniowski et al. (1996)
stated that HRM practices have a greater effect on organizational performance than on
individual performance. While at BZU directors claim that they always ask for training
courses each year for their employees through the annual performance evaluation but
usually they get nothing. Figure 5.8 shows the same result confirmed by the
questionnaire respondents.
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Figure (5.8): The university responds to the recommendations
provided by the direct managers whenever they request
training courses for their employees
4%
12%

21%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral

20%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

43%

Results from questionnaire respondents were so close to those gained by the focus
group

and

the

structured

interviews.

Respondents’

asserted

that

university

administration is focusing on the development of academic human resources while
ignoring the training and development of administrative staff. This was clearly evident
in the opinion of the assistant director of registration department, who attributed the
reason to the philosophy and policy of the university which is based on that “it is
primarily

an

academic

institution”

and

thus

the

administrative

departments

are

marginalized. The top priorities for HR is to prove its strategic value in the near future
where training staff on business and financial skills and redesigning HR business
processes.
The director of the human resources department and the acting director of the finance
department and the majority of questionnaire respondents agreed that there isn’t
enough staff to manage a comprehensive training process and annual follow-up
throughout the year. There is a lack of training evaluation and measurement of the
benefits of training for those who receive training, in addition to lack of knowledge on
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how to transfer the expertise to other staff. Ivancevich (2003) says that training is the
systematic process of altering the behavior of employees in a direction that would
achieve

organization

goals.

Training

is

an

effective

approach

in

developing

an

individual’s competencies and BZU is ignoring this approach. This needs a relatively
large number of qualified employees and relatively larger financial resources, which
are not provided by Birzeit university, especially now in light of the difficult financial
situation.
A likely reason for HR’s obvious disengagement from training courses was that it had
no control over training budgets and operational strategies. Figures 5.9, 5.10 depicts
the lack of fund and qualified staff for training and development process.
Figure(5.9): The training and development process suffers
from a lack of qualified staff
2%
8%
28%

Strongly Agree
Agree

27%

Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
35%

Furthermore, the director of the computer center sees that the process of training and
development must be based on an in-depth study by the direct manager of the
employees at any department. He/she is expected to be very familiar with the nature of
the work of his/her staff and the courses needed to develop his/her employees and
invest in them, where the benefit will be reflected on the output of the employees in
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particular and on the university in general. He also believes that the problem is not
related to financial resources, and this issue could be solved by guiding the staff to use
the internet and free material on the web to study theoretically the issues that we want
employee to develop, and this way of training will reduce the cost of the courses.
However this may work for the computer center but not for all administrative
departments.

Figure (5.10): The training and development process suffers from
a lack of funding sources needed

4%
12%

23%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral

24%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

37%

1.1.
Gurbuz

Performance Appraisal
&

Dikmenli

(2007)

describe

that

various

applications

of

performance

appraisals have left many managers in a state of confusion and frustration with the
employee evaluation process. Focus group attendees and directors (through interviews)
have seen that this process at BZU suffers from several problems that need to be
changed. One of the issues that were highlighted is that the evaluation process is
implemented once a year and this affects the credibility of the performance evaluation
process. The same issue was brought to light by questionnaire respondents as 90% of
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them said that it happens just once a year. Nevertheless, almost 60% said that they
never got feedback during the year, this illustrated in the figure below, figure (5.11).

Figure(5.11): The direct manager usually give me feedback about
my performance

10% 4%
Strongly Agree
28%

Agree

Neutral
Disagree

42%
16%

Strongly Disagree

Focus group attendees mentioned that the process of performance evaluation is likely
(and this happens quite frequently) reflected in the last period of the year (Recency
effect) (Dessler, 2011). Performance appraisal in a job-based system concentrates much
on assessing past behaviors of employees (Bersin, 2008). Figure 5.12 illustrates the
agreement of 62% of administrative employees at BZU that employees’ performance
during the period which precedes the evaluation process usually affects the result of
performance appraisal.
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Figure(5.12): Performance in the period that precedes
evaluation process affects the result of appraisal even if the
employee's performance during the year is different
4% 4%
Strongly Agree

18%

Agree
Neutral
16%
58%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Also the participants of focus group and directors of the four departments agreed that
the evaluation points basically depends on the job description and no significant weight
is given to competencies and behavioral skills which must be available in the
employee. Thus, in some cases employees are evaluated on job descriptions that do not
contain what they are actually doing, because these job descriptions are not updated
according to the current demands of the position. The assistant director of the
registration and admission department and the acting director of the finance department
mentioned that the problem of performance evaluation is that it usually depends on the
employee's personal relationship with the director which is reflected on his incentives
and rewards and therefore there won’t be an objective evaluation. If the director shows
that he/she’s not

satisfied (for personal reasons) from

the employee under his

supervision, this may leave employees feeling frustration. This was consistent with the
results of questionnaire respondents described in figure 5.13 in which 43% of the
employees agreed that the current appraisal system is prone to a bias and personal
relationship. In such situation the use of job-based system leads some managers to
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victimize unfavoured employees (Bersin, 2008). One of the miserable issues that all the
attendees of focus group agreed on is the evaluation, reward and promotion system
which is highly linked to personal matters, and depends highly on the relationship
between the employee and the director.

Figure (5.13): The current appraisal process is prone to bias
because of the personal relationship between manager and the
employee
4% 2%
Strongly Agree
Agree

33%

41%

Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

20%

For instance, during the previous evaluation “an employee was evaluated based on an
outdated job description, and this was the fault of the human resources department
especially because the problem is not solved yet” as articulated by the registration
assistant director. Human resource department director sees that the main weaknesses
in the evaluation are due to not filling the evaluation form objectively by the directors
of departments. No discussions are held between directors and the staff about their
evaluation. Although this procedure and the evaluation instructions are generalized by
the HRD, consequently, the evaluation is often a courtesy between the director and the
employee.
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Respondents of questionnaire asserted that the current performance appraisal didn’t
consider the behaviors and skills of employees. Performance appraisal instrument
sometimes didn’t include skills and jobs mentioned in the job description, so that
he/she is evaluated based on criteria that are not specified in the job description.
The focus group attendees had the same opinion as they said that the current appraisal
system gives a weight of only 10-20 % for behavioral skills of the appraisal form
points. Figure 5.14 illustrates employee’s views about performance appraisal and
behavior, skills and competencies weights in it.

Figure (5.14): Performance appraisal process considers behaviors,
skills and competencies existing in employees
0%

20%

12%
Strongly Agree
18%

Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

50%

1.5.

Compensations and Benefits

Compensation and benefits are one of the most important functions in the HR
department because it has been an extremely important issue for both the employer and
the employees, as money is directly or indirectly related to the fulfillment of most
human needs. For BZU 59% of questionnaire respondents disagreed that BZU has a
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good payroll, compensation and benefits system. Figure 5.15 exemplifies their answers
on that question.
Figure (5.15): Birzeit University has a good payroll,
Compensations and benefits processes

4%
Strongly Agree

26%
25%

Agree
Neutral
Disagree

12%
33%

Strongly Disagree

When assessing compensation and salaries, directors believe that there is clear injustice
in employee’s motivation, rewards, benefits and salaries which primarily depend on the
performance evaluation process that is directly controlled by the direct supervisor; its
basis was mentioned earlier. McLagan (1997) confirmed that employees need to have a
clear understanding of how they will be evaluated, by whom and how. The attendees of
focus group had also discussed the current motivation and reward system and all
approved that the current one is very poor and equalizes between distinctive and
ordinary employees. This was also approved by the respondents of questionnaires
illustrated in figure 5.16.
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5.16 There is a justice in payroll , compensations and benefits in
Birzeit university
2%
6%
33%

12%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree

47%

Strongly Disagree

This equalization is pulling the distinctive employees down, causing depression, and
affecting their performance and loyalty to work. To have a successful compensation
system there must be consistency (McLagan, 1997). Why work extra hours? Why
make extra effort? Why is there no fairness? Why is my work not appreciated? All
these questions are usually raised by hard working employees. And these “whys” are
preventing the employee from doing a good quality work.
As though there was a consensus from all the directors and employees that the most
important weakness is the implementation of the “Unified Cadre” to all employees
regardless of the size and type of work they do. This leads to frustration for the creative
and industrious employees, and keeps them without bonus or reward for good
performance. Thus, feeling that they are treated and rewarded as other careless
employees just because the university is restricted by the “Unified Cadre”. Figure 5.17
describes these results while more than 76% of them agree with this.
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Figure (5.17): The united Cadre is supposed to be a weakness in the
compensation process as it equalizes between normal and
industrious employees
0%
10%
26%
14%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree

50%

Strongly Disagree

The director of the human resource department finds that the incentive plan adopted by
the university is not fair and leads to the frustration of the staff in the administrative
departments because it’s customized only to staff working at the institutes, centers, and
to those working on projects. He also said that the incentive plan states that incentives
should be paid only to those working on projects or under any outsourced fund and not
by the university. This affects the hard-working employees at the administrative
departments especially when they see there is no plan to motivate them. And this was
so obvious in figure 5.18 below; almost 75% of the respondents believe that there is no
incentive plan for them.
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Figure (5.18): I believe the university has an incentive plan for
administrative employees working within the university core staff
I believe the university has an incentive plan for administrative
employees working within the university core staff
2%
10%

Strongly Agree

27%
14%

Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

47%

Figure 5.19 illustrates that 76% of the respondents think that salaries and incentives do
not depend on performance and are also connected to the unified cadre.

Figure (5.19): Salaries and employee incentives take employee
level of performance into consideration
2%
6%
Strongly Agree

25%

16%

Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

51%

It was clear that all respondents were not satisfied with the university’s policies and
practices toward the administrative employees. They have a strong feeling that their job
revolves around serving the faculties and students, without any attention given to their
needs.
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1.5.

Needed Core Competencies

Spencer & Spencer (1993) identified five types of competency characteristics which
consists of motives, traits, self-concept, knowledge and skills. All four administrative
departments’ managers who were interviewed agreed on twelve core competencies.
According to them, these characteristics must be possessed by all Birzeit University
administrative staff. The attendees of focus group session also thought that all
employees and applicants should have the same core competencies. The results were
very close to what was reached through the focus group discussion and through the
questionnaires.
Spencer & Spencer (1993) reviewed competency studies across a variety of jobs to
develop a generic competency model that includes 21 competencies in six clusters. The
researcher concludes 12 competencies compatible with what Spencer and Spencer
mentioned in their study. Birzeit university administrative staff should have oral and
written communication skills in order to communicate easily with each other and with
other people. They also should have good computer and technological skills so they
will be able to work easily on the administrative and financial programs they use all the
time. Staff at Birzeit University should be respectful in dealing with each other or with
other people and institutions that deal with Birzeit University. It’s important for every
employee at Birzeit University to posses learning skills in order to develop him/herself
and

his/her

work;

administrative

employees

should

also

possess

listening

initiative, and loyalty. Table 5.1 reveals those core competencies as shown below.

skills,
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Table 5.1

BZU Administrative staff core competencies

Competency

Acceptance

Computer skills

100%

Communication skills (Oral, Written)

100%

Learning

100%

Respectful

100%

Disciplinary

100%

Listening

100%

Flexibility (Multi tasking)

100%

Creativity

87.5%

Loyalty

75%

Initiative

75%

Analytical thinking

62.5%

The attendees also choose 7 major core competencies which they think managers of
administrative departments should have, as follows:
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Table 5.2

BZU Managers Core Competencies

Competency

Acceptance

Managerial competence

100%

Accountability/Responsibility

100%

Fairness and honesty

100%

Decision making and problem solving

100%

Self confidence

100%

Cross functionality

87.5%

Technical knowledge

62.5%

Directors asserted that the competencies mentioned above may differ in the degree of
importance to each department, and also there were a small number of important
competencies
administrative

that

weren’t

employees.

mentioned,
The

such

directors

of

as
the

competencies
human

for

resources

former
and

Birzeit
finance

departments mentioned that the following competencies should be available in the
employees at the HRD:
A. Industriousness
B. Teamwork
C. Accuracy
D. Problem Solving
E. Work under pressure
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All the competencies mentioned above were found very important to be available to all
the employees of that department.

Directors almost agree that there are no differences in the degree of skills by the
position in the same department. The director of the computer center emphasized that
some positions under his supervision need higher degree of certain skill, such as
“writing skills” for some positions which are related to fundraising and who must write
project proposals.

1.5.

The need for a competency system at BZU

Respondents agreed that there is a need to change the existing system in light of
deficiencies of the current system. Thus, benefits maybe gained through applying the
competency-based system, especially in the major areas that were investigated in this
research

In their answer regarding whether the existing HRMS supports Birzeit University's
strategic direction, participants of focus group agreed that the overall system doesn’t
support the university's vision. It is observed that the actions and policies of senior
management reflect a lack of interest in the administrative staff by not giving them all
the attention and support needed on the pretext that it’s an academic institution. The
major reasons for a competency system is to improve employees performance, improve
processes

associated

performance

appraisal,

with

recruitment

payroll

and

and

selection,

compensations,

training

strengthen

and
current

development,
skills

and

abilities, improve workforce flexibility, support the integration of overall HR strategies
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and reduce turnover(Byham & Moyer, 2005; Dubois, 1993; Dubois et al., 2004;
Weatherly, 2005).
According to the interviews conducted with directors and focus groups, benefits that
motivate Birzeit University to apply Competency-Based were:
1. Raise and develop the performance of staff so that Birzeit employees would be
more efficient and with greater quality.
2. Provide training and work on development, based on identifying the real needs
assessment through objective evaluation of the employee's work.
3. Upgrade recruitment and selection process of staff in order to raise the quality of
the staff.
4. Reduce turnover, which leads to a reduction in the employment cost.
5. Motivate employees and raise the level of belonging and loyalty to the
university through the development of compensation, bonuses, salaries and pay
on performance policies.
6. Development of skills, competencies, and current capabilities.
7. Support the integration of the main four human resource functions.
8. Improve job satisfaction and employee retention.
9. Increase competition among employees which increases work quality.
10. Achieve justice and bring fairness.
11. Strengthen BZU strategy.
12. Change the role of the HR to a new role as a strategic business unit involved in
the formulation and implementation of university’s strategies.
13. Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of administrative staff.
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Respondents agreed on the need to change the perception of the HR department and
redefine its role to become more involved in decision-making and to have a strategic
role. They also agreed on the acceptance of the new system by the majority of the
administrative employees, but for sure there will be a fear from change in the
beginning

which

should

be

dispelled

by

human

resource

department

through

orientation and through clarifying the benefits that will be gained from applying this
system. Directors mentioned that the best way is to administer the new system through
a mix of internal staff and outsourced team for the remodeling. Internal members will
have the sufficient knowledge about BZU culture and current system problems and so
on, and they can outsource some activities if needed. However, to succeed and reach
the top management support is highly needed.

1.5.

Challenges to a competency-based approach

Respondents

mentioned

that

adopting

such

a

system

needs

support

from

the

university’s top management. It needs to adopt a new policy and in order to increase
the interest in improving the administrative staff. This change will lead to an
improvement in the performance of employees and increase their degree of satisfaction
as supporting units to the academic staff.
However according to the respondents some of the main barriers which face applying
the competency-based HRM system are as follows:

A. Fear from change by employees (resistance)
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B. No clear strategic plan
C. BZU functional structure
D. Cost and time
E. Bureaucratic university systems
F. Labor law and the unified cadre

1.55. Conclusion
In this chapter the researcher illustrated and discussed the results gained from the three
data collection methods adopted in this study. The major weaknesses have been
highlighted and therefore the researcher provides the main reasons needed to adopt the
competency system in light of the mentioned weaknesses of the current system. The
benefits of adopting the competency system were also discussed. At the end of this
chapter the potential challenges which BZU may face in adopting and applying the
competency-based

system

were

also

identified.

The

next

chapter

will

provide

recommendations and practical implications along with recommendations for further
research.
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Chapter Six
Conclusion and Recommendations
Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the study and summarizes results discussed in
previous chapters. This chapter’s discussion includes conclusion, recommendations for
Birzeit University, and suggestions for further research.

6.1. Conclusion
The research was carried out in order to identify problems of the current HRM system
at Birzeit University especially for the administrative departments; and to provide
recommendations to solve those problems by applying a competency-based HRM
system instead of the traditional HRM system. The researcher tried to identify and
describe main core competencies required by employees of the four administrative
departments at Birzeit University so that they would become successful now and in the
future. Moreover, he discovered the benefits of applying such system and the key
success factors for its implementation. Therefore the researcher started his study by
reviewing a wide range of previous studies written in the area of competency based
human resource management systems. The researcher used three different methods of
data collection, he started with a focus group session followed by semi-structured
interviews with the directors of the four administrative departments in BZU. Finally,
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the researcher validated the data gathered through a survey questionnaire for all
administrative employees in the four administrative departments.
It was obvious that Birzeit University suffers from deficiencies in four main HRM
functions including recruitment and selection, training and development, performance
appraisal and compensation and rewards. Adopting a competency-based system will
help support and improve HRM four major functions. Competency based recruitment
and selection process offers the recruitment staff the opportunity to focus less on the
educational level and years of experience. As known from previous literature, it plays a
major role in attracting candidates who have the characteristics that would be difficult
to

acquire

through

training

and

experience.

Competency-based

recruitment

and

selection processes give the HR department an opportunity to plan for developing
competencies for new hires.

The use of competency-based training focuses on learning objectives and expected
performance

outcomes

(Rothwell

1996).

Competency-based

training

will

allow

employees to configure their activities and processes in ways that are most meaningful
for them. Through this method, employees will be able to identify and use many
learning resources in diverse settings. Competency-based approach will start to focus
on all trainings concerning meeting the employees’ needs that support successful and
creative team performance. Competency-based training requires trainers to make a big
shift from only achieving single behavioral objectives to competency acquisition and
its application for competent performance.
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Through

competency-based

performance

appraisal

system,

employees'

work

results

will be aligned with the achievement of Birzeit University’s strategic objectives. This
approach offers BZU the opportunity to identify and develop needed competencies. In
line, competency assessment results provide a strong tool for identifying training needs
that can be used to plan and deliver employees' training in a targeted manner. The
benefits of a competency-based appraisal system are more valuable than financial
rewards for employees.
A competency-based compensation and benefits system is one which can satisfy the
performance-linked pay in which employees are paid on the basis of their actual
performance. The competency based compensation and benefits system should be
designed on the basis of employees’ capabilities and experiences and by taking into
account the market demand for unique skills and experiences.

From the previous chapter and the analysis of the results, it can be concluded that
adopting and applying a competency- based HRM system is a very important issue to
BZU.

Adopting

direction,

competency

improve

employee’s

system

will

support

performance,

improve

Birzeit

University's

processes

strategic

associated

with

recruitment and selection, training and development, performance appraisal, payroll
and

compensations,

strengthen

current

skills

and

abilities,

improve

workforce

flexibility, and support the integration of overall HRM strategies. BZU administration
should pay attention to its philosophy and should give attention to the priorities,
privileges and resources of its administrative employees, just as they do for the
academic staff. The Administrative departments are support units for the academic
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members and units, thus neglecting them would highly affect the academic member’s
performance.

6.2. Recommendations and Practical implications
In respect of conclusions mentioned earlier we recommend BZU administration to pay
attention

to

its

philosophy

and

resources

to

the

administrative

concentrates
staff as

attention,

they do

priorities,

for the

privileges

academic

and

staff.

BZU

administration should know that the frustration of administrative employees

may

reflect on the academic process. To do so Birzeit University in coordination with HR
department must have a clear strategic plan before they start applying a competencybased system because this system links the university's strategic goals with HR main
four functions without any distinction between administrative employees and academic
staff in order to achieve its goals and vision in the future.

Human resource department must update its mission statement to be realistic and
consistent with Birzeit University’s culture. HRD should pay attention to the gaps
between its mission statement and what it is actually providing to employees. Top
management in coordination with the HR department must develop and implement a
communication strategy to support updating its mission and vision in consistent with
BZU strategy. Human resource department must also communicate to employees
Birzeit University’s mission and vision statements and to inform them of the strategic
plan and ask them to work in order to achieve those goals.
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Birzeit University needs to allocate time and money to carry out training and
development programs for its employees. Individualized competency identification is a
good tool to assess needs to employees and therefore attract fund needed to develop
administrative employees and to attract trainers and specialists in the field of the
required training. BZU must take the recommendations of trainings needs made by the
direct managers in the appraisal into considerations because they know exactly what
their employees really need. Directors of administrative departments must also be
trained to have sufficient knowledge about the main four HR functions and to be able
to link between the strategic plan and the way they manage their employees to be
consistent with the Birzeit University culture. Competency based training should be
consistent with the corporate culture. Building awareness is an important point for HR
employees. They should attend workshops, classes, or conferences on competency
modeling or invite external consultants. Taking these actions does much to make HR
employees as true leaders for human capital

Human Resource department must develop a better communication way in order to
communicate with staff and listen to their problems so they can solve their problems
and

make

employees

satisfied

from

their

roles.

HR

department

must

activate

employee’s relation function in order to stay close to employees. Birzeit University
must review the Unified Cadre agreement with the workers union as it equalizes
between the creative employees and the ordinary ones since it is not designed to give
credit to the distinctive employees except for very rare cases. Opening of the Cadre
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may also play a great role making distinctive employees satisfied and give them a
motivation to work harder and be creative.

In addition to the above discussed and detailed conclusions and based on the findings
of this study, the researcher suggests the following specific recommendations for each
HR function:

The staff was not satisfied with the current HRM system and consequently this
necessitated

attention

to

improve

the

deficient

areas. HR

department

could

use

recommended HR competencies for effective management and facilitation in the four
main functions. Human resource department is expected to play a strategic role and
should not only focus on operational, day to day tasks.

BZU needs to improve its recruitment and selection function through revising job
descriptions, and consider the new competencies mentioned by respondents while
determining the level required from each competency for the various positions in each
department.

While

reviewing

job

descriptions

for

some

jobs

within

the

four

administrative departments, the researcher found that some employees are working on
something that was never mentioned in their job descriptions. As a result, HR
department should start updating the job descriptions of all employees in order to be
coherent with what employees are actually doing. HR department should depend less
on education for applicant’s assessment as it doesn’t necessarily lead in hiring the right
employee. Human resource department should attempt to make a unified interview
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committee, consisting of trained and highly qualified employees for selecting the most
qualified applicant for all jobs to be filled at the university.

Birzeit University must be concerned with the development and training of its staff as
it’s suffering from explicit weakness in this function. HR department must pay more
attention on training administrative employees, because it is the most cost-effective
way to secure employees’ abilities, knowledge and skills. Birzeit University should
also provide HR department with financial and human resources to start training
employees and develop their performance. Moreover, HR department needs to develop
a needs assessment process so as to determine the right training needs for each
employee.

Performance appraisal must be done at least twice a year in order to evaluate and
reflect employees past and projected performance in the whole period, while taking
competencies

and

behavioral

attributes

into

consideration

as

well.

An

important

implication is to evaluate employees on what they actually did, make sure to evaluate
them based on all the work they do and continuously provide feedback to employees.
Employees

should

be

evaluated

depending

on the

updated

job

descriptions

and

competencies. For example, the researcher found that some employees were evaluated
based on a job description that didn’t contain all the tasks they are actually doing, and
sometimes they were evaluated based on something they never do but written in their
job descriptions.
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Fundamental actions should be taken by Birzeit University to review its payroll,
benefits and compensation policy through revision of the Unified Cadre agreement
with employees union and the ministry of higher education. This would be the first step
towards paying employees for their performance.

Moreover, Birzeit University’s

administration should implement a new, unified, effective and fair incentive plan for its
administrative employees.

Adopting
strategic

a

competency-based

direction,

improve

system
employee’s

is

expected
performance,

to

support
improve

Birzeit
processes

University's
associated

with recruitment and selection, training and development, performance appraisal and
payroll and compensations.

6.3. Recommendations for Future Research

This study was able to provide an insight into core competencies and its relationship to
BZU performance, however no attempt was made to determine the level needed of
each competency by the various positions in each department which can be emphasized
in future studies related to implementing competency HRM system. The data gathered
in this study and the findings could be expanded through additional research. First, this
study focused only on administrative employees. Further research could thus focus on
academic employees, so a better understanding of the effects of core competencies on
BZU performance may be achieved. Further research could also measure performance
before and after adopting a competency-based system, in order to validate the
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effectiveness of this system for Birzeit University and its impact on the performance of
its administrative and academic employees. Finally, Future research could identify
technical competencies for each position in order to have the best employees in each
position.
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Appendix I

Semi - structured interview questions



Please identify the competencies you believe are important for BZU administrative
employees?



Please evaluate if the current HR system takes all of them into consideration?



Do you think the present situation supports BZU strategic direction?



Do you think your employees need different competencies than other departments? Identify
them and identify to which level each competency should exist in your departments?



Does the level of each competency vary according to each type of job at your department?



What organizational factors does this system require to succeed if implemented? What are
the barriers?



How do you expect people to behave if such a model is implemented?



Who should administer the remodeling? Internally or outsourcing?
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Appendix II

Focus Group Questions



In your opinion, what are the most important Core competencies for all BZU
administrative employees?



In your opinion, what are the major weaknesses of current human recourse functions?



Will BZU gain any benefits from applying a competency-Based system?



Do you see a competency-based system will improve the service provided by
administrative departments?



What are the challenges will face us in applying the competency-based system.
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Appendix III

Questionnaire
Dear Respondent

Regards,

I am an MBA student at Birzeit University conducting a research about “Applying a
Competency-Based Human Resource Management System to Administrative Staff at
Birzeit University” under the supervision of Dr.Grace Khoury.

I appreciate your time to fill this questionnaire objectively and honestly, which I
guarantee that all your responses will be confidential for academic purposes only.

Many thanks for your cooperation

Ali Nakhleh
MBA student
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 Demographic Questions
1. Gender:

Male

Female

2. Age :

91-52

52-30

31 and above

3. Education
What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? If currently enrolled, mark the
previous grade or highest degree received.
Diploma

Bachelor

Master and above

4. Duration of employment at the university:
Less than 3 years

3-10

11 and above

5. Duration of employment in current position:
6.

Less than 3 years

3-10

11 and above

7. Department:
Human Resource

Finance

Computer Center

Registration

8. Job title:
Director

Accountant

Assistant to the director

Programmer

Section head

Administrative assistant

Other _______________________.
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 General questions

1. Are you aware of the university’s strategic plans
Yes

No

2. Do you think administrative employees at Birzeit University possess the required
competencies that allow the university to reach its objectives
Yes

No

3. How satisfied are you with the way of administration during your work period
Very Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Neutral

Satisfied

Very Satisfied

4. Are you engaged in identifying and developing future plans for your department
Never

Sometimes

Often

Always

5. Do you think that your colleagues in the department perform their jobs as they should be

Yes

No

6. In general, how do you evaluate the performance of the Human Resources Department

towards employees
Poor

Weak

Fair

Good

7. Did you made a pre-employment qualifications test
Yes

No

8. Performance appraisal process happens once a year
Yes

No

Excellent
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Please Show your degree of agreement on the following points

#
1

2
3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13

14

15

16

Statement
Strongly agree
There is a clear weakness in the process of
recruitment and selection at Birzeit
University
Recruitment and selection process mainly
depends on education level
There is a clear weakness and lack of basic
knowledge about recruitment and selection
among recruitment committees which
interview the applicants
A bias happens by members of recruitment
committees for the benefit of one of the
applicants
E-careers has improved the efficiency of
recruitment and selection process
The applicant is subject to preemployment screening test which reveals
the level of his skills and competencies
Interview plays a key role in the detection
of suitability of the applicant
Job interview contains a variety of
questions which reveal the behaviors and
competencies of each applicant
Performance appraisal process at Birzeit
University is effective
The direct manager usually give me
feedback about my performance
Performance appraisal process considers
behaviors, skills and competencies
existing in employees
Performance appraisal focuses on job
descriptions to evaluate employees
The current appraisal process is prone to
bias because of the personal relationship
between manager and the employee
Performance in the period that precedes
evaluation process affects the result of
appraisal even if the employee's
performance during the year is different
Sometimes an employee is evaluated on a
job description that does not contain all his
duties.
I think there is an interest in the training

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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#

17

18

19
20

21

22

23

24

Statement
Strongly agree
and development process for
administrative employees at Birzeit
University
Administrative staff managers have a clear
vision for the type of courses and training
to be provided to their unit employees
The university responds to the
recommendations provided by the direct
managers whenever they request training
courses for their employees
The training and development process
suffers from a lack of qualified staff
The training and development process
suffers from a lack of funding sources
needed
The university neglects training and
development process of administrative
staff
University administration is focused on the
development of academic part, ignoring
the training and development of
administrative staff
I see that the university focuses on the
development of administrative staff
regarding in its mission and strategic
plans
Birzeit University has a good payroll,
Compensations and benefits processes

25 Salaries and incentives are equivalent with
the job description for administrative
employees
26 There is a justice in payroll ,
compensations and benefits in Birzeit
university
27 Incentives depend on the appraisal process
which is affected by personal relationships
between the manager and the employee
28 The united Cadre is supposed to be a
weakness in the compensation process as it
equalizes between normal and industrious
employees
29 I believe the university has an incentive
plan for administrative employees working
within the university core staff

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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# Statement
30 Salaries and employee incentives take
employee level of performance into
consideration

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

 Please indicate which of the following competencies you think administrative employees
of Birzeit University should have by putting a rate between (1-5) for its degree of
importance beside the YES column. Put (X) in the NO column if you think the
competency is not important at all.

#
1

Competency
Computer skills (M.S Office , Administrative and
financial programs)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Oral communication skills
Formal writing Skills
Lifelong Learning
Respect and professionalism
Disciplined
Listening skills
Flexibility (adaptation, openness to change and
multi tasking)
Creativity (thinking in different ways to do the
routine jobs, finding new ways and work methods,
devising new or modified work practices)
Loyalty and belonging
Initiative
Analytical thinking and reasoning abilities
Work under pressure
Teamwork
Accuracy
Industriousness (hard working)
Problem Solving
Self confidence
Objectivity
Honesty
Other, specify _____________

Yes

1-5 , 1 means most important

No
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 In regards to the current job demands, what suggestions could you provide to amend your job
description and specification by adding other needed competencies that are required to
perform your job?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________.
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Appendix IV

إستبانة

تحية طيبة وبعد ،
اناام ظف اا

اااة ااماارد الباافا ا البمااربة اااة فمظعااة بيرتبااا واااة ن اا

الف ااا تاامب تحصااي ة الع بااة لماالماد البمف اا ير

ااااة راا د االبااام  .ا ااافا يمليااام برلاااداا جاااملة البمف ا ا ير بع ااافا "ال باااما ن اااما راا د ال ااامءات ك اااما راا د البااافا ا
البمربة "ال ما اراا ي" اة فمظعة بيرتبا" برشراف الدك ف د غرب

الخف ي.

و ن اااة شا ا ركر و اااد ل ااار الف اااا وال لاااد الببا ا ولي ااااة تعبهاااة سا ا ة ارجا ا بمنة ب ااات ظصااادا ية ظا ا ال كياااد ل ا ا جاااربة
رفمبمت ر  ،ييث نلم ل ت خدا جفى اغراض البحث الع بة.

ش راً فزبال
ل ة نخ ة
طملب ظمف ير
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 أسئلة ديموغرافية
 .9ال
ذكر

نث
 .5العبر
25-19

 39او اكثر

30-26

 .3ال حصيت الع بة
ظااام ساااة الد فاااة الع بياااة اال ا ا ال اااة اتبب لااام س رذا ك اااا ظ خرطااام ااااة رجا ا بم ا فاااة ل بياااة ظعي اااة  ،الرفااامء تحدباااد
الد فة الع بية ال مبقة ال ة يص ا ل يلم .
اب فا

ظمف ير او ال

ب ملف بفس
 .4ظدد العبت اة ال مظعة

ا ت ظ  3ج فات

 99او اكثر

91-3

 .2ظدد العبت اة الب صب الحملة
ا ت ظ  3ج فات

 99و كثر

91-3

 .2الدامرد
البفا ا البمربة

الدامرد البملية

يت والقبف

ال

ظركز الحمجفب

 .7الب ب الف ي ة
ظدبر

ظ ملد ظدبر

مي

ر

ظ ملد راا ي

غيرذلك __________________________.

ظحمجب

ج رتيرد

ظبرظج
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 أسئلة عامة
 .9ست نا ظط ل
نعر

الخطط ارج راتي ية ل مظعة بيرتبا
ال

ظف ة فمظعة بيرتبا اراا بي بب ف ال مءات (البلم ات ،ال فكيمت) البط فبة ل حقيق

 .5ست تع قد

سداف ال مظعة
ال

نعر

 .3ظم ا فة ضمك ل طربقة راا د ال مظعة خال ا رد لب ك ايلم
ض
غير ا ٍ

غيرد اضٍ ب متمً

ظحمبد

اضٍ

 .4هل يتم إشراكك في تحديد وتطوير الخطط المستقبلية لدائرتك

بداً

غملبم

ييمنم

اامبم

 .2هل تعتقد ان زمالئك في الدائرة يقومون بعملهم كما يجب

نعر

ال

 .2بشكل عام ،كيف تقيم أداء دائرة الموارد البشرية تجاه الموظفين

ضعي

فدا

ضعي

ظقبف

فيد

ظب مت

 .7ست خضعا ل حص فدا د بت ال ف ي
نعر

ال

 .8تحدث لب ية يمس ااااء اة فمظعة بيرتبا ظرد وايدد خال العما
.1

نعر

ال

اضٍ تبمظمً
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 الرجاء تحديد درجة موافقتك مع كل من النقاط التالية
#

الجملة

9

س مك ضع
بيرتبا
بع بد ن ما ال ف ي اة ال مظعة ل الب فى ااكماببة بم ت
جمجة
س مك ضع لدى ل م ال ف ي ال ة تقفا ببقمب ة الب قدظي
ل ف مم لعدا وففا ظعراة ب ظف جمجية تخص س ة البلبة
بحدث تحيز ظ بت الضمء ل م ال ف ي لصملح يد الب قدظي
لف ي ة
ن ما ال ف ي ارل رونة ظ ك ممة لب ية ال ف ي اة
لقد ي
ال مظعه
بخض الب قدا لف ي ة ل حص فدا د ب م ل ظ فى ظلم اته
وج فكيمته وك مم ه
ت عب البقمب ة الف ي ية اة ال مظعة او جمجة اة كم ظدى
ظالمبة الب قدا ل ف ي ة
تح في البقمب ة الف ي ية اة ال مظعة ل جه ة ظ فلة ت م
ج فكيمت وتصرامت الب قدا ل ف ي ة
لب ية تقيير ااااء اة فمظعة بيرتبا اعملة

91

بقفا الب ؤو الببمشر ب زوبدي ب غ بة افعة ل اامة بي الحي
واآلخر
بم ت لما
تؤثر ال رد ال ة ت بق ال قيير ل ن ممج تقيير البف
خال العما ظخ م
ي لف كم ااء البف
ب مءً ل وص و ي ة ال بح في فبي
ييمنم ب ر تقيير البف
البلما ال ة بقفا بلم
ت خ لب ية تقيير اآلااء ال ثير ظ ال فكيمت والبلم ات وال مءات
بعي ارل بم
ال ة ب ب بلم البف
ببقم ن ه
ب ر ال ركيز اة لب ية تقيير ااااء ل تقيير لبت البف
ظ الفص الف ي ة
لب ية ال قيير الحملية لرضة ل حيز ب بب العال ة المخصية بي
البقيِر والبُقَيَر
اراا ي اة
ال قد ا س مك اس بما بعب ية تد بب وتطفبر البف
فمظعة بيرتبا
بففد ؤبة واضحة لدى ظد اء البف يي اراا بي ب فلية
الدو ات ال ة ب ب تفايرسم لبف يلر
لب ية ال د بب وال طفبر اة ال مظعه تعمنة ظ لدا تفار كما
ظؤست ل د بب
لب ية ال د بب وال طفبر اة ال مظعه تعمنة ظ ة ظصما ال بفبت
الالتظة ل لك
ب ر ال موب ظ تفصيمت الب ؤو الببمشر بط ب او ات تد ببية
ظعي ة لبف ة اامرته

5
3
4
2
2
7
8
1

99
95
93
94
92
92
97
98
91
51

واضح اة لب ية ارج قطمب وال ف ي

ال اوافق بشدة
اة فمظعة

ال اوافق

محايد

أوافق

اوافق بشدة
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#

الجملة

59

س مك رسبم لعب ية تد بب وتطفبر البف ي اراا بي ظ
راا د ال مظعه
ب صب رس بما ااا د ال مظعة ل تطفبر الفض االكماببة ظ مس ة
تد بب وتطفبر البف ي االاا بي
ى ال مظعة تركز ل تطفبر ال ما االاا ي اة جمل لم
وخططلم االج راتي ية
لب ية ظ ماهمت وتعفبضمت ( واتب) البف ي اة فمظعة بيرتبا
ظُرضية
االاا ي
ت ما ء الرواتب والحفااز ظ الفص الف ي ة ل بف

52

بففد لدالة اة لب ية واتب وظ ماهمت ويفااز وتعفبضمت
البف ي اراا بي اة فمظعة بيرتبا
تع بد الحفااز ل لب ية ال قيير وال ة ت ثر بملعال مت المخصية
بي البدبر والبف
بع بر ال ما البفيد نقطة ضع اة لب ية الرواتب ل بف ي ،
الب لد والعماي
ييث ب موي بي البف
لدى ال مظعة خطة يفااز ل بف ي اراا بي العمظ ي ل كما
ال مظعه
واتب ويفااز البف ي االاا بي ت خ ظ فى ااء البف
بعي االل بم

55
53
54
52

57
58
51
31

ال اوافق بشدة

ال اوافق

أوافق

محايد

اوافق بشدة

بت

 الرفااامء تحدباااد ي ظا ا سا ا ة ال ااامءات ال اااة تع قاااد نلااام ب اااب ا ت فافاااد لااادى الباااف ي اراا باااي ااااة فمظعاااة
بيرتبااا  .الرفاامء وضاا رشاام د ( )Xتحااا نعمم رذا ك ااا تع قااد انااه ب ااب تاافاار س ا ة ال ممااة لاادى كاات البااف ي
اراا باااي اااااة فمظعااااة بيرتباااا ظااا تحدبااااد ا فااااة سبي لااام ب منبلاااام ل ااا جااا ر ظااا  . 5-1ضااا

( )Xتحااااا ال

رذا ك ا تع قد نه ظ غير البلر تفاارسم لدى ظف ة ال مظعة.
#

الكفاءة

1

ظلم ات رج خداا ال ببيفتر( M.S Office ,
Administrative and financial
)programs

2

ظلم ات ال فاصت الم في

نع

من  5 ، 5-1تعني األكثر أهمية

ال
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#

الكفاءة

3

ظلاام ات ال مبااة الرجاابية ( ك مبااة ال قاام بر
اراا باااااااااة والبملياااااااااة وال فاصااااااااات باااااااااي
البف ي لبر ارببيت)

4

ظلم د ارج بمع

5

قابلية التعلم

6

اري راا

7

اإلنضباط

8

ارباااداع ( ال يااار ااااة طااارأل ظخ اااة اااء
البلااااما الروتي يااااة ،رب ااااما جاااامليب وطاااارأل
لبت فدبدد)

9

البروناااااة ( ال ي ،ارن ااااام ل اااا ال غييااااار
وتعدا البلما)

11
11

ارن بمء
و الببما د

12

ال ير ال ح ي ة والب طق

13

العبت تحا الضغط

14

العبت ضب اربق

15

الد ة اة العبت

16

ارف لما اة العبت

17

القد د ل

18

الثقة بمل

يت البممكت

نع

من  5 ، 5-1تعني األكثر أهمية

ال
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الكفاءة

#

19

البفضفلية (ال زاسة)

21

الصدأل

21

خاااااااااااااااااارى  ،الرفاااااااااااااااااامء ال حدبااااااااااااااااااد

نع

من  5 ، 5-1تعني األكثر أهمية

ال

________________________

 ب اامءاً ل اا ظ ط باامت العباات الحمليااة ساات لاادبك ي ا راياامت ل عاادبت وصاا

وتفصااي

الف ي ااة ال ااة تمااغ لم عننن

طريق إضافة مهارات ،جدارات أو سلوكيات تحتاجها للقيام بعملك ؟
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________.
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Appendix V

المهارات اإلدارية
وزن القس  ( %05يوزع بالتساوي على األسئلة)
#
5
0
5
5
1
5
5
5
5
55

السؤال
ينفذ جميع ما يطلب منه دون الحاجة إلى تذكير
يعمل باستمرار على زيادة الفاعلية و اإلنتاج
يحسن معاملة الزمالء ويتصرف بلباقة في جميع
المواقف
يحدد اولويات العمل وفق جدول زمني
يعمل بشكل فعال مع مسؤوله المباشر
يحقق النتائج بالجهد المناسب
مهارات عالية في استخدام برامج الحاسوب
الضرورية في العمل
لديه قدرة عالية على العمل تحت الضغط بفاعليه
يعبر عن آرائه بوضوح تام
يبادر بتحسين طرق العمل باستمرار

التقيي

المالحظات

